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Abstract 

 

Local scour around bridge piers can cause serious damages and structural failure to the 

bridge. Correct prediction of the scour is an important criterion for the engineering design. 

Though the subject has been investigated for many decades, the theoretical developments have 

been very limited due to the complicated interaction of three-dimensional flow and the sediment 

transport. 

 

This thesis concerns the flow around a vertical bottom mounted cylinder exposed to 

currents and is considered as the initial phase of a study towards modeling local scour around 

vertical bottom-mounted structures. The aim of the present study is to obtain a better 

understanding of the complex three-dimensional flow and the mechanisms related to the 

scouring. 

 

The study started with the development of a three-dimensional numerical model to 

simulate flow around cylindrical structures. After validation of the model, the model was 

applied to investigate flow around an isolated rectangular cylinder. Unsteady flows around 

cylinders of a square cross section (A/D = 1) and a rectangular cross section (A/D = 2) were 

simulated to understand the flow properties around a cylinder other than a circular cross section. 

Three-dimensional flow patterns, pressure distribution, forces on the cylinder and vortex-

shedding frequencies were discussed. It was found that the present numerical results generally 

agree well with the experimental data. 
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Flow around a vertical cylinder mounted on a rigid bed was then investigated by the 

numerical model. A circular and a square cross sections were considered respectively. Flow 

structures of horseshoe vortex and the wake vortex which are the major mechanisms leading to 

the scouring around the base of the vertical cylinder were explored. The bed shear stress 

distributions that directly affect the scour processes were discussed. 

 

Finally the numerical model was applied to study the flow around a submerged square 

cylinder mounted on a bed, which has significant engineering relevance to the local scour 

around structures, such as bridge pier foundation itself, or a caisson placed underwater around 

the pier bottom for scour protection. The numerical calculations were carried out at different 

cylinder heights to investigate the effect of the cylinder height on the flow properties.  It was 

found that for submerged cylinders with the height of less than one and a half of the cylinder 

side width the maximum bed shear stress amplification is about 60% of the value of an infinite 

long cylinder. The quantification of the shear stress reduction is important for scour protection 

design. 
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Chapter 1 

 

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

1.1 Introduction 

The problems associated with river scouring have been recognised for many decades. 

Scouring is defined as the variation of a flow boundary through removal of sediment by 

hydraulic forces. It is a threat to the stability of structures. The erosive action of the flowing 

stream excavates and carries away material from the bed and banks of the stream and from the 

piers and abutments of bridges. The lowering of the riverbed level by water erosion results in 

the exposition of structure foundations. The scour around piles, piers and abutments can lead to 

the failure of structures that are supported such as bridges collapse (Figure 1-1, photo source: 

Briaud et al., 1999). 

Figure 1-1 Scour erosion of the riverbed causes serious damage to bridges 
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The river scouring is usually divided into two principal categories (Dargahi, 1982; 

Breusers & Raudkivi, 1991): 

• Nature Scour, which is characteristic of the river itself, such as the tendency of 

meandered river to change the thalweg. It occurs irrespective of the existence of 

bridges. 

• Scour due to modification of flow, which includes: 

 General Scour that is the general decrease in the elevation of the riverbed due to 

nature or human activities. Such as removal of sediment by upstream damming, 

mining of bed materials, etc.  

 Contraction Scour that is the removal of sediment from the bed due to the 

contraction of the flow area. Accumulation of debris, construction of spur dikes, 

bridge piers or other hydraulic structures etc. could greatly reduce the available 

flow area, cause an increase in flow velocity and bed shear stress, consequently 

produce scour on the bed. 

 Local Scour that involves the removal of bed sediment around or near structures 

located in flowing water. The flow field changes due to the presence of structures. 

The increase in the local sediment transport capacity cause scour around the 

foundation of the structures. 

 

Basically there are two types of mechanisms for local scour (Dargahi, 1982; Breusers & 

Raudkivi, 1991): 

• Clear water scour, occurs if the flow rate of the fluid outside the local scour area is 

insufficient. Outside the local scour area the flow velocity causing bed shear stress is 

less than the critical shear stress for the initiation of particle movement therefore the bed 

material is at rest. 
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• Live bed scour, occurs if the fluid flow results in bed shear stress in excess of the 

critical shear stress therefore induces a general movement of the bed material. 

Equilibrium scour depths are reached when the amount of material removed from the 

scour hole by the flow equals the amount of material supplied to the scour hole from 

upstream. 

 

Failure of bridges due to local scour at their foundations, either at abutments or piers, is a 

common occurrence. In United States more that 1000 of about 600,000 bridges failed from 1969 

to 1999. Among them about 60% of the failures are due to scour at the bridge foundation 

(Briaud et al., 1999). A study for US Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) concluded that 

of 383 bridge failures caused by floods in 1973, 25% involved pier damage and 75% involved 

abutment damage (Richardson, Harrison, Richardson & Davies, 1993). The average cost for 

flood damage repair of highways on the federal aid system is $50 million per year (Lagasse et 

al. 1995). It is reported in 1998 that more than 85,000 bridges in the United States are 

vulnerable to scour and about 17,000 bridges are scour critical, which means that they are likely 

to fail if they are subjected to a 100-year flood (Pagan-Ortiz, 1998). In New Zealand, on average 

more than one serious bridge failure each year can be attributed to scour at the bridge 

foundation (Melville & Coleman, 2002). These numbers indicate the importance of the bridge 

scour problem. 

 

Local scour around bridge piers is one of the most common causes of bridge failures 

(Richardson & Davis, 2001). When an engineering structure such as a bridge pier is placed in a 

river environment, it will change the flow patterns around, cause an increase in the local 

sediment transport capacity, and thus lead to scour. Too large scour may cause failure of the 

structure. Therefore correct prediction of local scour at bridge piers is an important criterion for 

the engineering design. A number of calculation methods have been used in engineering 

applications trying to predict the scouring depth under different conditions in order to make the 

due allowance for preventing or reducing the depth of scour. However, most of these studies’ 

emphasis has been on the formulation of scour-depth equations rather than of the mechanism of 
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local scouring. Despite much study, the principles of analysis of scouring are not well 

established, and the results of various investigations often show different trends. Hence they can 

only offer guidance to the complex subject rather than prescriptions of established procedure 

(Breusers & Raudkivi, 1991). 

 

The present research is aimed to understand more about the flow mechanisms responsible 

for scour around bridge piers. The rapid development of computer systems in recent year makes 

it possible to numerically study the complex three-dimensional flow structure. In this study, the 

bridge piers are modelled as vertical cylinders and the riverbed is considered as a plane bed. It is 

clear that the pier geometry is a major influence factor on the development of local scour. 

Generally a streamlined shape pier will result a good reduction in the maximum scour depth. 

Therefore two typical types of cylinder shape, circular and rectangular (including square) 

respectively, are investigated in the study. 

 

In contrast to a vast amount of investigations carried out for the flow around a pier with 

circular cross section, there are very few studies concerning about flow around other shapes of 

structures such as a rectangular cross section. Even the flow around an isolated cylinder with a 

rectangular cross section is not well investigated. Thus flows around isolated cylinders with 

square and rectangular cross sections are studied numerically in this research. The other 

motivation for the study of flow around isolated cylinders is of a practical nature. Detailed 

information regarding flows around isolated rectangular cylinders is of special interest for the 

basic understanding of hydrodynamics and is of great importance in the study of hydroelastic 

instability. As the flow around cylindrical structures exhibits the well-known time periodic 

vortex shedding phenomenon if the Reynolds number is over a critical value. The associated 

fluctuating force on the body may cause structural vibrations, acoustic noise emissions or in 

some cases resonance which can trigger the failure of structures. 

 

In addition, in real engineering applications generally the piers may be founded on 

foundations with larger dimensions that are totally submerged in water. Also a caisson may be 
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placed around the pier for scour protection. However it will be demonstrated that up to date 

there is very little knowledge available about the flow around a submerged square cylinder. No 

experimental or sufficient numerical studies so far have been carried out for flow around a 

submerged square structure founded on a bed. Hence flow around a submerged square structure 

mounted on a bed is investigated numerically in this research as well.  

 

1.2 Literature review 

Local scour around bridge piers has attracted attention of engineering community for 

many decades owing to its engineering significance. Early theory and practice for local scour at 

bridge piers were reviewed by Dargahi (1982). Numerous calculation equations have been 

proposed to roughly estimate the maximum scour depth under different conditions. Many of 

them are of empirical nature. A summary of published scour formulas can be found in Qadar & 

Ansari (1994). A great majority of the empirical equations are based on the regime theory. This 

subject was investigated based on more scientific ground with some valuable developments 

made after 1970’s such as concentrating on the stochastic nature of the turbulent flow and using 

the boundary layer theory. However an accurate and convincing equation is still not available to 

predict the rate and shape of the local scour around the bridge pier. 

 

Basically three methods have been used for the study of local scour around bridge piers. 

They are field observation and data analysis, experimental investigation (physical modeling) 

and numerical simulation. 

 

1.2.1 Field observation of local scour around bridge piers 

Field data collection and analysis play importation roles in the study of local scour at 

bridge piers. Especially at the early time the research for the subject was mainly based on field 

observation. Equations for pier scour depth might be developed from field measurement and 

data analysis. Field data also give a final proof of the relations established based on small-scale 

experiments.  
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Froehlich (1988) developed an equation for circular piers in uniform sediment under live 

bed conditions using regression analyses based on field measurements that were presumed to 

have been made under live bed scour conditions. Gao & Nordin (1993) introduced an equation 

based on laboratory and field data from about 250 cases of local scour at bridge piers in China. 

The equation which has been used in highway and railway bridge projects in China for more 

than a decade has two different forms depending on whether the scour condition is live bed 

scour or clear water scour. Ansari & Qadar (1994) presented equations for estimating depth of 

local scour at bridge piers based on the envelop curve derived from more than 100 field 

measurements in different sources and several countries.  

 

However the availability of well-documented field data is limited. Most field data are in 

poor quality. In addition the use of the data is hampered as well due to the inaccuracy of 

measurement precision, complicated pier geometrical shapes, variability of bed material etc. 

The parameters influencing the local scour at bridge piers are difficult to consider explicitly in 

an equation based primarily on field data. Obviously field observation method only tackles the 

formulation of scour depth equation instead of the mechanism of local scouring. 

 

1.2.2 Experimental investigations of local scour around bridge pier 

Experimental studies have been the primary tools for engineering practices in estimation 

of the scour depth at bridge pier under various circumstances. Experimental studies have the 

advantage in better understanding the effects of certain elements to the scour processes. Most 

available equations for the calculation of local scour around bridge piers were determined from 

laboratory physical modeling research, and some of them might be validated against field 

observations. It should be noted that most of the researches in this area deal with piers with a 

circular cross section. Therefore in this chapter, unless otherwise specified, the shape of all piers 

on the reviewed literatures is referred to a circular section. 
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1.2.2.1 Overview of flow field around a bridge pier 

The main feature of flow near a bridge pier is the large-scale eddy structure, or vortex 

systems developed around the pier (Figure 3-1). These vortices systems are the main cause of 

local scour around the bridge pier and have long been recognised by many investigators (Roper, 

Schneider & Shen, 1967; Bonasoundas, 1973; Hjorth, 1975; Melville, 1975; Melville & 

Raudkivi, 1977; Baker, 1980a; Ettema, 1980; Dargahi, 1989). Depending on the type of pier and 

other conditions, the vortex systems are often comprised of three basic systems: the horseshoe 

vortex; wake vortex and trailing vortex.  

Wake vortices 

Scour hole 
Horseshoe vortices 

Flow 

Figure 1-2 Flow pattern around a bridge pier 

 

Horseshoe vortex: when a structure such as a pier is placed in a river stream, an adverse 

pressure gradient will form on the upstream face of the pier in the vertical direction as the result 

of approaching boundary layer flow. If the pressure gradient is strong enough, it is capable to 

cause a downward flow on the upstream face of the structure. The boundary layer upstream the 

cylinder undergoes a three dimensional separation. The separated boundary layer rolls up 

downstream of the separation line to form the horseshoe vortex. For this happen, the pressure 

field has to be sufficiently high. Basically a blunt nosed pier is one that induces a sufficiently 

large pressure gradient to initiate the process as described above. It is important to know that for 
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a sharp-nosed pier no vortex is created if the pier axle is parallel to the main flow direction, 

although actually some vortex systems always evolve around any bridge piers (Breusers, 

Nicollet & Shen, 1977). The horseshoe vortex extends downstream of the pier for three to four 

pier diameters before being lost in the general turbulence. The horseshoe vortex depends mainly 

on the following parameters (Baker, 1979): 
D
δ

, Reynolds number (Re) & Pier geometry, where 

δ is the bed boundary layer thickness; D is the diameter of the cylinder (circular cross section) 

or the side width of the cylinder section (rectangular cross section); Reynolds number (Re) is 

defined as: 

υ
DURe 0=          (1-1) 

where U0 is the velocity of the undisrupted flow and υ is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. 

 

Laursen & Toch (1956) first described the formation of the horseshoe vortex as ‘at the 

nose of the pier, separation occurs and backflow along the stream bed occurs. As the flow 

passes downstream, the roller is converted into a spiral roller around the side of the pier’. 

Schwind (1962) conducted a detail experimental study of a flow field around a wedge shape 

object in a wind tunnel. The formation of horseshoe vortex was clearly shown in the experiment 

and the horseshoe vortex was found shedding periodically at some particular values of Reynolds 

numbers. Shen, Schneider & Karaki (1966) studied the problem using potential flow theory. The 

pier geometry was classified into two categories: blunt nose and sharp nose. Similar conclusions 

as Schwind (1962) were drawn. Two important features of the flow were recognised. One is that 

the absolute maximum value of the downward velocity component on the front face of the 

cylinder equal to the undisturbed flow velocity and the other is that the boundary layer separates 

upstream of the cylinder. Melville (1975) conducted a detailed experimental study of the flow 

field around a cylindrical pier and showed that the horseshoe vortex is formed by the three-

dimensional separation of the boundary layer in front of the cylinder and is initially small and 

roughly circular in cross-section. 
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The progress of the horseshoe vortex causes an increase in shear stress. The bed shear 

stress around the pier is several times larger than that in the main undisturbed stream. The 

greater bed shear stress produces a local increase in the sediment transport capacity of the flow, 

consequently results in the development of the scour hole around the pier. However there is 

some inconsistency amongst the researches. Most researchers including Roper, Schneider & 

Shen (1967), Breusers, Nicollet & Shen (1977), Baker (1980a), Suzuki (1981) and Dargahi 

(1989) considered that the horseshoe vortex is the main cause of the local scour, while others 

such as Melville (1975), Chiew (1984) and Raudkivi (1986) believed that at the early stage of 

the scouring process, when the bed is near planar, the downflow has the most influence on the 

development of scour and the horseshoe vortex is merely a consequence but not a cause of it. 

However Tanaka & Yano (1967) believed that the vertical downward velocity in front of the 

pier did not seem to affect the local scour in a direct manner. More recently, Muzzammil & 

Gangadhariah (2003) experimentally investigated the time-averaged characteristics of the 

primary horseshoe vortex during the entire process of scouring and concluded that the scouring 

process is related to the primary horseshoe vortex, which develops just upstream of the cylinder 

and grows until equilibrium scour hole has developed. 

 

On the influence of bed boundary layer (δ) to the horseshoe vortex, it is understandable 

that the separation of the bed boundary layer will be delayed if the ratio of the bed boundary 

layer thickness to the pier diameter (
D
δ

) is small, leads to a smaller size horseshoe vortex. 

Tanaka & Yano (1967) first recognised that the horseshoe vortex motion and the acting bed 

shear stress are dependant on the boundary layer thickness. Knight (1975) concluded from 

Belik’s results (Belik, 1973) that the type of the boundary layer has a pronounced influence on 

the horseshoe vortex structure. Sumer & Fredsoe (2002) compared the separation distances, 

which is the length characterizing the size of the horse vortex versus 
D
δ

 for a circular pier from 

various experimental data resources and concluded that the larger the value of 
D
δ

 is, the larger 
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the size of the horseshoe vortex will be. However when 
D
δ

 reached about 4, the separation 

distance trends to be stable at about 1D. 

 

Clearly the geometry of the pier is important in determining the strength of the horseshoe 

vortex. The adverse pressure gradient on the upstream face of the pier caused by the presence of 

the pier and the boundary layer flow will be influenced by the geometry of the pier. Piers with 

streamlined shape will generate a smaller adverse pressure gradient therefore the horseshoe 

vortex formed in front of the pier will be relatively small. Whereas a blunt nose pier may induce 

a larger adverse pressure gradient consequently develops a larger size of horseshoe vortex. 

Sumer & Fredsoe (2002) measured the separation distance for three different pier shapes, a 

circular, a square with 90o orientation and 45o orientation respectively. They concluded that the 

geometry of pier is a factor influencing the development and formation of the horseshoe vortex. 

The more streamlined of the pier shape is, the smaller of the horseshoe vortex will be. 

 

Regarding the effect of Reynolds number on the horseshoe vortex, Baker (1979) 

measured the separation distance of the horseshoe vortex to the pile centre in the case of a 

separating laminar boundary layer. The results indicated that for a certain ratio of boundary 

layer thickness to pier diameter, the separation distance, or the size of the horseshoe vortex, 

increases with the increase of Reynolds number in the case of a separating laminar boundary 

layer. This is believed that as the Reynolds number increases, the boundary layer thickness 

becomes smaller. This will lead to larger pressure gradients, consequently larger downward 

flow velocity, earlier flow separation and larger horseshoe vortex. For very small values of 

Reynolds number, the boundary layer may not separate at all that the horseshoe vortex may not 

even come into existence. However for the case of a separating turbulent boundary layer the 

consequence may be reversed. The size of the horseshoe vortex may be decreased with the 

increase of Reynolds number. This is because that with the increase of Reynolds number the 

increased momentum exchanged between the layers of fluid in the turbulent boundary layer will 

delay the separation of the boundary layer (Sumer, 2002). 
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Wake vortex: contrary to horseshoe vortex system, the wake vortex system is generated 

by the pier itself. The wake vortex system is formed by the rolling up of the unstable shear 

layers generated at the side surface of the pier, which are detached from either sides of the pier 

at the separation line. The separation creates a surface with a discontinuity in the velocity profile 

consequently leads to the development of the concentrated cast-off vortices in the interface 

between the flow and the wake. The cast-off vortices that are shed from the side of the pier 

travel downstream with the flow. Near the bed due to the effect of the bed boundary layer the 

wake vortices oscillate laterally and vertically. The existence of an upward flow at the 

downstream face of the pier has been demonstrated by a number of research results. The 

periodic shedding vortices together with the so-called upward flow immediately behind the pier 

will give rise to additional downstream scouring. The wake vortex was described as acting as 

somewhat like a vacuum cleaner or as a miniature tornadoes in lifting the bed material 

(vertically removing) then carried it downstream by the eddies shedding from the pier (Breusers, 

Nicollet & Shen, 1977; Raudkivi, 1991). Melville (1975) investigated the wake flow behind a 

pier under equilibrium condition for scour hole and found that the cast-off vortices aid the 

erosion process at the cylinder. During the initial period of scour activity burst of sediment 

transported away from the bed are evident with the generation of each vortex. The experimental 

results conducted by Shen et al. (1966) demonstrated that large scour hole may develop 

downstream from piers when the horseshoe vortex does not form or is adequately controlled. 

 

Though large amount of research has been carried out in order to clarify the wake vortex 

behaviour, a definite and precise solution still does not exist. The strength of the wake vortex 

depends on the pier geometry and the Reynolds number (Re). A streamlined shape will create a 

relatively weak wake, whereas a blunt profile produces a stronger one. Regarding the effect of 

Reynolds number, the rate of which shedding occurs is very varied, the regularity of shedding 

ranges from the very stable Karman vortex street at Reynolds numbers of 80 to 90 < Re < 150 to 

300 to a practically chaotic state of Re > 3.5×106 (Roshko, 1961). Experimental results for a 

circular cylinder published by Roshko (1953) classified that 40 < Re < 150 is the stable range, 
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150 < Re < 300 is the transition range and 300 < Re < 10000 is the irregular range. Roshko 

(1953) indicated that the Karman vortex streets were formed in the stable range. The free 

vortices moving downstream were decayed by viscous diffusion and no turbulent motion was 

developed. The structure of the vortex street proved to be spanwise and periodic. Regarding the 

irregular range, he believed that the irregular velocity fluctuation was initiated by a laminar 

turbulent transition in the free vortex layers that springs from the separation points on the 

cylinder. 

 

Trailing vortex: this type of vortex system usually only occurs when the pier is 

completely submerged. The mechanism is similar to that which occurs at the tips of finite lifting 

surfaces in finite wing theory. The vortices are formed when there is a finite pressure difference 

between two surfaces meeting at a corner, such as at the top of the pier, and composed of one or 

more discrete vortices attached to the top of the pier and extending downstream. However no 

previous research work could be found regarding the effect of trailing vortex system to the local 

scour around the pier. 

 

1.2.2.2 Flow velocity and bed shear stress around a bridge pier 

Flow velocity plays an important part in scouring process. The velocity shall reach a 

certain level, such as half the critical or threshold value, for the initiation of scouring. Clear 

water scour occurs when the flow velocity is in between the half and full critical velocity. While 

the velocity is greater than the critical value, the live bed scour takes place. 

 

The vortex systems developed around the pier result in an increase in shear stress. The 

increased bed shear stress produces a local increase in the sediment transport capacity of the 

flow, consequently develops the scour hole around the pier. The bed shear stress around a pier 

has been investigated experimentally by Schwind (1962), Hjorth (1975), Melville (1977), Baker 

(1979), Eckman & Nowell (1984), Dargahi (1989) and others. The bed shear stress was 

calculated from the flow velocity near the bed. The results showed that the maximum value of 

the bed shear stress amplification locates at a radial about 45o from the axis of the flow. 
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Niedoroda & Dalton (1982) concluded that the maximum mean bed shear stress amplification 

could reach 11 to 12 times of the undisturbed shear stress value of the incoming flow. Dargahi 

(1989) suggested 1.5 times bed shear stress amplification on the symmetric plane in front of the 

cylinder. Baker (1979) reported 5 times amplification of the bed shear stress upstream of a squat 

cylinder under the primary horseshoe vortex. While Eckman & Nowell (1984) obtained more 

than 2 times amplification of bed shear stress within a distance of one cylinder diameter from 

the cylinder surface for a short cylinder. 

 

The experimental result by Hjorth (1975) also revealed that the amplification of bed shear 

stress varies with water depth. The maximum shear stress amplification factor near the cylinder 

was found to be about 10 when the ratio of water depth h to cylinder diameter D is less than 2. 

With the increase of ratio h/D, the value of bed shear stress amplification decreases linearly to 

the value of 6 at h/D = 4. The relationship of h/D and the bed shear stress amplification is 

believed due to the variation in the position of the horseshoe vortex with h/D. The horseshoe 

vortex will move closer to the cylinder with the decreasing of h/D. Nonetheless, regarding the 

effect of h/D on the scour depth, Tarapore (1967) found that the scour depth increased with the 

ratio of h/D until h/D = 1, after which it remains constant. But Raudkivi (1986) found that the 

scour depth would be independent of the water depth if h/D > 3.  

 

Pier geometry is an important factor that affects the bed shear stress. The effect of 

different structure shapes on the bed shear stress has been investigated experimentally. Hjorth 

(1975) measured the bed shear stress distribution around circular and square cylinder cross-

sections respectively. The results revealed that the pattern and magnitude of bed shear stress are 

very different for various structural shapes or orientations. The amplification of bed shear stress 

is about 3 for a square cylinder with its front face is perpendicular to the main flow direction. 

Whilst the value could be large than 9 when the corner of the cylinder points to the main flow 

direction. 
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Regarding local scour around cylindrical structures in wave or coexisting wave and 

current, some valuable results were obtained in recent years. Kawata & Tsuchiya (1988) and 

Chiew (1989) presented a few laboratory test results. Sumer, Christiansen & Fredsoe (1993) 

experimentally investigated the scour process around a circular cylinder and a square cylinder 

under wave. Rance (1980) examined experimentally the influence of cross session in combined 

waves and current flow. The result revealed that the scour around a square cylinder is rather 

more severe compared to other cross-sectional shapes. More data can be found from the studies 

of Wang & Herbich (1983), Herbich et al., (1984) and Eadie & Herbich (1986).  

 

Although it is possible to present a wealth of experimental data in the review, it cannot be 

said that all aspects of local scour near bridge piers have been cleared up. Even though the 

processes are reasonably understood, it is difficult to identify the right parameters to 

characterise these processes. No satisfactory experimental results have been obtained, because 

the processes are too complicated and experimental data are incomplete and sometimes 

conflicting. Theoretical developments are also limited. 

 

1.2.3 Numerical simulation of flow around a cylinder mounted on bed 

In recent years computational fluid dynamic (CFD) has been widely used to determine 

flow behaviour in industrial and environmental applications. Numerical simulations of flow 

around a bottom-mounted vertical cylinder were first reported in the area of aerodynamics. 

Since the flow is three-dimensional, it created a very complex scour picture that could hardly be 

modelled numerically. Breusers (1975) gave a numerical solution of the velocity profile in the 

scour hole using the Reichardt inductive method. The sediment transport rate was not computed 

and the result is only valid for two-dimensional flows. Briley & McDonald (1981) calculated 

the laminar horseshoe vortex flow at the junction between a flat plate and a circular cylinder. 

The use of numerical modeling and application of sophisticated turbulence models had 

accelerated in the 1990’s with the rapid development of high-speed and large-capability 

computer. Deng & Piquet (1992) calculated the horseshoe vortex using the algebraic Baldwin-

Lomax turbulence model. Olsen & Melaaen (1993) and Roulund et al. (1999) simulated scour 
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pattern using a three-dimensional finite-volume method incorporated with κ−ε closure. Free 

surface effects were included in Casulli & Stelling’s (1998) model. In the laminar flow regime 

Yuhi, Ishida & Umeda (2000) calculated the oscillating flow around a vertical pile with a fixed 

scour hole in the laminar flow regime. 

 

Very few studies have been carried out for flow around a cylinder mounted on a bed with 

the section profile other than circular. Ouillon & Dartus (1997) modelled the free surface flow 

around a groyne. O’Riordan and Clare (1990) gave the velocity amplification only for flow 

around a square gravity base structure using a computer program. The maximum values of the 

velocities were found to be at the leading edges of the cylinder when the cylinder flat face 

points into the flow. The velocity was amplified by 2.5 times in comparison to the incoming 

flow velocity. 

 

Despite research efforts undertaken in the past twenty years, numerical models have not 

been adequately developed for practical engineering purposes due to the complex three-

dimensional flow. Therefore an effective numerical flow model is necessary to solve the 

complex three-dimensional flow. 

 

1.2.4 Flow around an isolated rectangular cylinder  

As mentioned above, the effect of pier shape on scour is significant. However there are 

very few studies available regarding flow around structures with the shapes other than a circular 

cross section. Even the available research results for flow around an isolated rectangular 

cylinder are limited. Thus it is necessary to study the flow around an isolated cylinder with 

square or rectangular cross sections numerically in this research. In addition, detailed 

information regarding flow around an isolated rectangular cylinder is of special interest for the 

basic understanding of hydrodynamics and is of great importance in the study of hydroelastic 

instability. 
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Flow around a cylinder with rectangular cross sections behaves in a similar way to the 

flow around a circular cylinder. The main feature of these flow configurations is the periodic 

vortex shedding phenomena. The vortex shedding frequency normalised using the flow velocity 

and the diameter of the cylinders is called the Strouhal number (St): 

0U
DvfSt =          (1-2) 

where fv is the vortex shedding frequency; D is the side width of the cylinder section and U0 is 

the velocity of the undisrupted flow. 

 

Some research results are available concerning the flow around cylindrical structures in 

square or rectangular cross section. Most of the investigations were made on the aeroelastic 

instability of structures. Nakaguchi, Hashimoto & Muto (1968) experimentally studied the drag 

force of isolated rectangular cylinders and found that the width-to-height ratio of the rectangular 

cylinder is one of the major factors to the dynamic characteristics. Mizota & Okajima (1981a, 

1981b) investigated the flow patterns around various rectangular cylinders and confirmed that 

the changes of the flow patterns have close correlations with force and Strouhal numbers in the 

variation of the width-to-height ratio. Okajima (1982) investigated the vortex-shedding 

frequencies of various rectangular cylinders to determine the Strouhal number as a function of 

Reynolds number. Igarashi (1984, 1985) investigated the characteristics of flow around square 

cylinders at width-to-height ratio of 0.1 to 4.0 and the Reynolds number in the range of 

2.56×104 to 5.77×104. Experimental results by Lyn et al. (1995) suggested that a relationship 

exists between flow topology and turbulence with vorticity saddles and streamlines being 

distinguishable. More recently, Malavasi, Franzetti & Blois (2004) experimentally investigated 

free surface effect for flow around a rectangular cylinder of width to height ratio at 3. Senda et 

al. (2004) studied experimentally the flow around rectangular cylinders with width to height 

ratio of 0.5 and 1.0 aiming at the three-dimensional near wake structure of the shedding 

vortices. 
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Numerical simulation of flow around rectangular cylindrical structures has been carried 

out extensively in recent years. Davis & Moore (1982), Fannke, Rodi & Schonung (1990), 

Kelkar & Patankar (1992) and Sohankar, Davidson & Norberg (1995) used finite volume 

methods, whilst Okajima (1990), Zaki, Sen & Gad-el-Hak (1994) and Saha, Muralidhar & 

Biswas (2000) used finite differences method to compute the flow at low to moderate Reynolds 

numbers based on two dimensional models. Moreover, Sohankar, Norberg & Davidson (1999a, 

1999b) computed the flow around a square cylinder by a finite-volume method at Reynolds 

numbers of 100-500, 2D and 3D results were compared and different observations were 

discussed. Saha, Biswas & Muralidhar (2003) set up a 3D model to calculate the flow around a 

square cylinder at Reynolds numbers from 150 to 500 intending to clarify the transition scenario 

of the wake. It can be seen that until later 1990’s most numerical results were based on two-

dimensional models. Three-dimensional numerical simulation of flow past structures of 

rectangular cross-section has not been developed sufficiently. 

 

1.2.5 Flow around a submerged cylinder mounted on a bed 

Flow around a bridge pier is modelled as a slender cylinder mounted on a bed. Usually 

the bridge pier structures are long enough to reach the water surface that is considering surface 

piecing. Therefore the modelled cylinder is considered to be infinitely high. However in real 

engineering applications commonly these structures are founded on foundations with larger 

plane dimensions but lower height that are fully submerged in water. Sometimes the structures 

may be surrounded by concrete and plastic mats near the bottom attempting to prevent the local 

scour. 

 

Baker (1985) experimentally investigated the effect of the height of a circular cylinder on 

the separation distance of horseshoe vortex in steady currents. Chabert & Engeldinger (1956) 

conducted experimental study on a circular pier founded on a circular caisson and concluded 

that a caisson with a diameter of three times the pier diameter, and half of the pier diameter 

height, would limit the scour depth to only one-third of the scour depth around a single pier. 

Shen & Schneider (1970) investigated a variant of the caisson system in which the caisson is 
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surrounded by a vertical lip. The system was found to reduce scour depth by half. Although 

valid results can be obtained for the foundation caissons, no general law as yet enables to 

determine the dimensions of these structures. 

 

On the numerical side, Umeda et al. (2004) investigated the effect of cylinder height on 

flow structure and bed shear stress for steady flow around a vertical submerged circular 

cylinder. It was found that the bed shear stress is influenced by the cylinder height. Iwata, Jinno 

& Mizutani (1999) studied a submerged structure under wave action. Riley & Yan (1995), Yan, 

& Riley (1996) and Yan, Amin & Riley (1998) considered the fluid flow induced by free-

surface travelling waves passing over a submerged circular cylinder. 

 

It can be seen that so far no experimental or sufficient numerical studies have been 

carried out for flow around a submerged square cylinder mounted on a bed. Wide applications 

of this type of structure in engineering applications require a better understanding of flow 

around a submerged cylinder.  

 

1.2.6 Objectives and outline of the present study 

The above review evidently reveals that local scour around bridge piers remains a 

difficult research topic due to the complexities of both the flow field and the scour mechanism. 

Both experimental and numerical investigations on the subject are far away from completed. 

Although there have been attempts to numerically study the flow field, there still remain many 

technical issues to be investigated. In order to better understand the flow and scour mechanism, 

research shall follow the scour process step by step. Therefore the present research is concerned 

with the numerical simulation of flow around cylinder mounted on a rigid bed only. The 

objectives of the study are: 

1. To establish a three-dimensional finite-difference model to calculate flow around a 

bottom-mounted cylinder. The model uses a modified second-order upwind scheme to 

solve the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations in a body-fitted coordinate 
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system. Large eddy simulation (LES) model was used in the calculation for high 

Reynolds number flow. Details about the model development will be presented in 

Chapter 2.  

2. To achieve a better understanding of flow around a cylinder mounted on a bed. The 

numerical simulations for the three-dimensional flow are discussed in Chapter 3 and 

Chapter 5. The main features of the flow including the horseshoe vortex, wake vortex, 

pressure distribution, velocity field, and bed shear stress distribution are presented and 

discussed. The cylinders with circular and rectangular (including square) cross sections 

are investigated 

3. To investigate the hydrodynamic properties of flow around an isolated rectangular 

cylinder using three-dimensional numerical model. Detailed information regarding the 

flow is of great importance for the study of hydroelastic instability. The flow 

characteristics including separation point, vortex-shedding behaviour, pressure 

distribution, forces and Strouhal number are studied in Chapter 4. Cylinders of square 

and rectangular cross sections with A/D = 2 are examined.  

4. To explore flow around a submerged square cylinder mount on a bed. Chapter 6 gives 

the numerical simulation results for flow around a submerged square cylinder mounted 

on a rigid bed. The effects of the Reynolds number and cylinder height on the bed shear 

stress are examined. The simulation results including flow field, vortex structure, 

velocity distribution and bed shear stress are discussed. 
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Chapter 2 

 

THREE-DIMENSIONAL NUMERICAL MODEL 

DEVELOPMENT 

 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents a numerical model using finite difference scheme to solve the three-

dimensional Navier-Stockes equations for time-dependent incompressible viscous flow. The 

present model solves the governing equations in primitive variables under a curvilinear 

coordinate system. A fully implicit time-marching scheme is applied to solve the momentum 

equations for the velocity components, whilst the pressure Poisson equation is solved for the 

pressure using an iterative method. 

 

A Large Eddy Simulation (LES) turbulence model is employed to simulate flows with 

high Reynolds numbers in the present numerical procedure. The Large Eddy Simulation model 

simulates turbulent flows by computing explicitly the large scales of the motion while the effect 

of the small scales (subgrid scale) is modelled. This is acceptable from an engineering point of 

view as the mean motion rather than the details of the fluctuating motion is of primary interest 

for engineers in most of the practical calculation. LES model was first applied to engineering 

flows by Deardorff (1970) who carried out a simulation of turbulent flow in a channel at very 

high Reynolds number. The results agree well with the experimental data. 
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Finally the present three-dimensional numerical model is validated against flow around 

an isolated circular cylinder. The flow pass an isolated cylinder has attracted a lot of research 

interests not only practical but also theoretical significance in bluff-body aerodynamics due to 

the unique geometry of the circular cylinder. This flow problem has been frequently used as a 

benchmark to validate numerical methods in the practice of Computational Fluid Dynamics 

(Lecointe & Piquet, 1984; Rosenfeld, Kwak & Vinokur, 1991; Kim & Benson, 1992; Cheng & 

Armfield, 1995). 

 

2.2 Numerical model development 

In the present study, the flow around a vertical cylinder is described in a Cartesian 

coordinate system (x, y, z). The x-axis is aligned with the flow direction and the z-axis is parallel 

with the cylinder axis. The layout of the computational flow domain is shown in Figure 2-1. 

B 
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z D
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Figure 2-1 Layout of model calculation domain 

 

2.2.1 Governing equations 

The governing equations for the three-dimensional numerical simulation of the 

incompressible viscous fluid flow around a cylinder are Navier-Stokes equations and continuity 

equation. The original forms of the three-dimensional equations in the Cartesian coordinate 

system are: 
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where (x, y, z) is the Cartesian coordinate system in the physical plane, (u, v, w) are velocity 

components in x, y, z directions respectively, p is the pressure, ρ is the density of the fluid, υ is 

the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, and t is time. Equations (2-1), (2-2) and (2-3) are the 

Navier-Stokes equations also known as the momentum equations, and Equation (2-4) is the 

continuity equation. 

 

By introducing the following dimensionless variables: 

D
* xx = , 

D
* yy = , 

D
* zz =        (2-5) 

0

*

U
uu = , 

0

*

U
vv = , 

0

*

U
ww =        (2-6) 

0

*

UD/
tt =          (2-7) 

2
0

*

Uρ
pp =          (2-8) 

and defining the Reynolds number (Re) as: 

υ
DURe 0=          (2-9) 

where D is the diameter of the cylinder (circular cross section) or the side width of the cylinder 

section (rectangular cross section) and U0 is the velocity component in x-direction of the 

undisturbed incoming flow. The non-dimensional forms of the governing equations are written 

as: 
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here all the variables appeared in Equations (2-5), (2-6), (2-7) and (2-8) are dimensionless. The 

asterisk (*) denoting a dimensionless variable is omitted for simplicity. 

 

The above governing equations are solved in a curvilinear coordinate system using finite 

difference method. By taking the divergence of the Navier-Stokes equations and applying the 

continuity condition, a pressure Poisson equation is derived as: 

t
Dp

∂
∂

−∇•−=∇
~

)(div2 VV        (2-14) 

where V = (u, v, w) is the velocity vector. The term 
t
D

∂
∂ ~

is the correction term, which is retained 

for eliminating the accumulation of numerical errors. The idea of including the correction term 

in the pressure Poisson equation was first introduced by Harlow & Welch (1965). In principle 

the continuity equation (Equation (2-13)) gives D~  = 0, so the term 
t
D

∂
∂ ~

 can be removed from 

the above pressure Poisson equation. However the equation D~  = 0 is not always satisfied either 

due to numerical errors or due to inaccurate iterative solutions of the Poisson equation. This 

leads to the accumulation of errors and causes inaccuracy and nonlinear instability in the 

momentum equations. In order to suppress the nonlinear instability the term 
t
D

∂
∂ ~

 is retained in 

the numerical discretization. Instead 1n~ +D  is set to zero to satisfy the continuity equation. So 

that the following discretization strategy is used in this model:  
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2.2.2 Boundary-fitted coordinate transformation system 

It is very important in numerical solution of partial differential equations that the 

boundary conditions are represented accurately in the finite difference formulation. Finite 

difference solutions had been severely hindered in the past due to the problem of fitting curved 

boundaries into the computational grid. In order to alleviate the problem, a numerically 

generated coordinate transformation system, which is known as boundary-fitted coordinate 

systems, was employed (Fletcher 1988). The system eliminates the shape of the boundaries as a 

complicating factor. After transformation all numerical computation can be done on a 

rectangular transformed field with a square mesh regardless the shape or configuration of 

boundaries in the physical field. The technique of the boundary-fitted coordinate system is 

based on a method of automatic numerical generation of a general curvilinear coordinate system 

having a coordinate line coincident with each boundary of a general multi-connected region 

involving any number of arbitrarily shaped boundaries (Thompson, Thames & Mastin, 1974). 

This procedure can be extended to three dimensions, as it does not use conformal 

transformation. Once the curvilinear coordinate system is generated, any partial differential 

system can be solved on the curvilinear coordinate system by transforming the equations on the 

rectangular transformed plane. In addition, since the curvilinear coordinate system has 

coordinate lines coincident with the surface contours of all boundaries present, all boundary 

conditions may be expressed at grid points, and normal derivatives on the boundaries may be 

represented using only finite differences between grid points on coordinate lines without need of 

any interpolation even though the coordinate system is not orthogonal at the boundaries. 

 

The following three-dimensional coordinate transformations are introduced: 

),,( ζηξxx =          (2-16) 

),,( ζηξyy =          (2-17) 
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),,( ζηξzz =          (2-18) 

where (x, y, z) is the coordinate system of the physical plane and (ξ, η, ζ) is the coordinate 

system in the computational plane. With the transformation, the derivatives in the physical plane 

(x, y, z) can be related to those in the computational plane (ξ, η, ζ) as follows: 

f x= ξ x f ξ+η x fη+ζ x fζ         (2-19) 

f y= ξ y f ξ+η y fη+ζ y fζ         (2-20) 

f z  = ξ z f ξ+η z fη+ζ z fζ         (2-21) 

 ▽2  = (ξ x
2+  ξ y

2+  ξ z
2) fξ ξ+(η x

2+  η y
2+  η z

2) fη η+(ζ x
2+ζ y

2+  ζ z
2) fζ ζ

+(ξ x x+  ξ y y+  ξ z z ) fξ+(  η x x+  η y y+  η z z ) fη+(ζ x x+ζ y y+  ζ z z ) fζ

+ 2(ξ xη x+  ξ yη y+  ξ zη z ) fξ η  + 2(ξ xζ x+  ξ yζ y+  ξ zζ z ) fξ ζ  

  + 2(η xζ x+  η yζ y+  η zζ z ) fη ζ      (2-22) 

where 

( ηζζηx zyzyξ −=
J
1 )         (2-23) 

( ζηηζy zxzxξ −=
J
1 )         (2-24) 

( ηζζηz yxyxξ −=
J
1 )        (2-25) 

( )[ ]xξξηζηξζξζηζξηxxx ξzyzyzyzyξξ J
J
1

−−−+=  

( )[ ]xηηηζηηζηζηζηηx ηzyzyzyzyη J
J
1

−−−++  

([ ]xζηζζηζζζζηζηζx ζzyzyzyzyζ J
J
1

−−−++ )     (2-26) 

 

ηx, ηy, ηz, ζx, ζy, ζz, and ξyy, ξzz, ηxx, ηyy, ηzz, ζxx, ζyy, ζzz can be written correspondingly. The 

Jacobian matrix J of the coordinate transformation is: 

ξηζζξηηζξηξζξζηζηξ zyxzyxzyxzyxzyxzyx −−−++=J    (2-27) 
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Now the governing equations in the computational plane are rewritten as: 
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2.2.3 Numerical solution 

The governing equations including the Navier-Stokes equations and the pressure Poisson 

equation now can be solved on the computational plane by the above transformation formulas. 

Using the first order backward time scheme, the momentum equations (Equations (2-10), (2-11) 

& (2-12)) become: 

 1n2n1n1n
n1n

Re
1

Δ
+++

+

∇+−∇=∇•+
− VVVVV p
t

    (2-32) 

where Δt is the dimensionless time step unit. 

 

The non-linear momentum equations (Equations 2-20) and the pressure Poisson equation 

are solved directly using an iterative procedure. The pressure Poisson equation is discretized 

with the correction term as expressed at Equation (2-15). The solution procedure starts with the 

given initial velocity and pressure fields and known initial boundary values. The momentum 

equations can be solved to get the velocity field at the second time step. By substituting these 

new velocity values into the pressure Poisson equation, the pressure field at the new time step 

can be calculated. The momentum equations and the pressure Poisson equation are solved 
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alternatively to obtain the velocity and pressure fields, and the boundary values are always 

constrained by the known boundary conditions. Using the velocity values at the time step of 

(n+1), the pressure values at the same time step are calculated from the pressure Poisson 

equation. The momentum equations and pressure Poisson equation are solved iteratively. A 

successive under-relaxation method is used for obtaining the velocity field whilst an over-

relaxation method is used for obtaining the pressure field. 

 

The spatial terms in the governing equations are discretized with a finite difference 

method on the transformed computational plane. The non-linear convective terms in the 

momentum equations are discretized with a modified second-order upwind scheme, which the 

third-order error term is eliminated, proposed by Kawamura & Kuwahara (1984), whilst central 

differencing method is used for all other spatial terms. The final representation of the non-linear 

convective term is: 
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where Δξ is the grid spacing of the computational mesh, here Δξ = 1. 

 

Three vorticity components are defined on three different sectional planes, which are the 

streamwise plane (y-z plane), the transverse plane (x-z plane) and the spanwise plane (x-y 

planes) respectively. They are: 
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=   (Streamwise plane vorticity)    (2-34) 
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=   (Spanwise plane vorticity)     (2-36) 
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The forces on the cylinder being investigated are the drag force (x-direction) and lift 

forces (y-direction) in the spanwise plane (x-y plane). The force components are obtained from 

the integration of the pressure and shear forces around the cylinder surface. The drag force 

coefficients (Cd) and the lift force coefficient (C ) are calculated by: 

θθωθθ ππ ddCC zpl sin
Re
2cos

2
1 2

0
2
0 ∫−∫=      (2-37) 

θθωθθ ππ ddCC zpl cos
Re
2sin

2
1 2

0
2
0 ∫−∫=      (2-38) 

where Cp is the pressure coefficient on cylinder surface, which is defined as: 

2
0U

2
1

)p(

ρ

∞−
=

pC p         (2-39) 

here p is the pressure on the cylinder surface, p∞ is the pressure at undisturbed flow upstream of 

the cylinder, and U0 is the inlet flow velocity. 

 

The vorticity and forces components are calculated on the computational plane using the 

coordinate transformation system described above. 

 

For flow around a cylinder mounted on the bed, the bed shear stress around the structure 

bottom directly controls the pattern of scouring. The bed shear stress can be obtained from the 

flow field got by solving the governing equations through the law of the wall. The velocity 

distribution near the bed is assumed a logarithmic profile following the law of the wall as: 

)ln(1 *

* υκ
zUE

U
UU ==+        (2-40) 

 

This distribution is used as the wall function for velocity in many turbulent flow 

computations. Here U is tangential velocity at a distance z from the wall. κ is the Karman 

constant; its value is in between 0.4 to 0.43 obtained from experimental results. E is a constant. 

U* is the shear velocity, which is defined as: 
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ρ
τ

=*U          (2-41) 

 

In the present study the shear velocity U* can be obtained by solving the following 

equation: 

υκ
1*

*

1 ln1 zUE
U
U

=          (2-42) 

where U1 = 2
1

2
1 vu + is the tangential velocity at a distance z1 from the bed, here z1 is the 

distance of the first grid line to the bed. The Karman constant is taken as 0.42 and the constant E 

is taken as 9.0 in this study. 

 

The Equation (2-40) can be written as: 
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Therefore U* is determined from the Equation (2-45) and following an iterative procedure. Thus 

the bed shear stress is deducted from Equation (2-41) that: 

2
*Uρτ =          (2-46) 

 

2.2.4 Large eddy simulation scheme 

It has been recognised that for turbulent flow the ratio of the largest and smallest scales of 

motions varies with the 3/4 power of the flow Reynolds number (Tennekes & Lumley, 1972). It 

implies that the number of grid points required for three-dimensional Direct Numerical 
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Simulation (DNS) method as described above increases with 9/4 power of the Reynolds number 

of the flow. The large number of grid points required for adequately solving all the scales of 

motion makes the numerical solution very difficult. As a rule the DNS method is only suitable 

for very low Reynolds number, geometrically simple flows. The simulation of turbulent flow for 

engineering application with higher Reynolds number has been based on Reynolds-averaged 

Navier-Stokes equations (RANS) method which the effects of all turbulent structures are 

modelled. However this approach is limited by the fact that it is difficult to model the large 

structures that differ greatly from one flow to the other (Piomelli, Ferziger & Moin, 1987). At 

the present the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) model has become one of the most powerful 

simulation tools for engineering applications and is typically suitable for three-dimensional 

turbulence flow problems (Sun & Dalton, 1995; Lu, Dalton & Zhang, 1997; Kogaki, Kobayashi 

& Taniguchi, 1997; Chen, Chwang & Zhang, 2000). 

 

The essence of the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is that the large scale flow structures are 

computed explicitly for the statistical properties of turbulence, whereas the small scale 

processes taking place below the limit of numerical resolution are parameterised in the form of 

non-linear eddy or effective viscosity for modelling the subgrid scale (SGS) or the effective 

stress. This conception is based on the experimental observations that the small scales created 

by interactions among large scales are more isotropic and universal in nature than the large 

scales therefore could be able to model them in a more general way. In addition, since the small 

scales carry only a small fraction of the total turbulent energy, it may be possible to model them 

in a fairly crude way without overly affecting the structure of the large scales. 

 

In Large Eddy Simulation the velocity ui is decomposed into a large scale component ūi 

and a subgrid component ui’. 

'
iii uuu +=          (2-47) 
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The three-dimensional spatially filtered incompressible Navier-Stokes equations and continuity 

equation, by introducing the dimensionless variables of the Equations (2-5) to (2-8) as well as 

τ* =τ /(ρUo
2), are written as: 
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where τij (i = 1, 2, 3, j = 1, 2, 3) is the effective shear stress, also frequently referred as 

unresolvable subgrid scale turbulence stress. The summation rule applies to the repeated indices 

on the above equations. In the present study the x1, x2, x3 correspond to x, y, z directions as 

shown on Figure 2-1. The velocity components u1, u2 and u3 are referred to u, v and w 

correspondingly. 

 

Smagorinsky’s subgrid scale turbulence model (Smagorinsky, 1963) is adopted to close 

the equations, which relates the turbulence stress to the mean flow using an eddy-viscosity as: 

ijtij Sυτ 2=          (2-50) 

where υt is eddy viscosity and Sij (i =1, 2, 3;  j = 1, 2 ,3) is strain-rate tensor. 

ijijst SSC 2)( 2Δ=ν         (2-51) 
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and Cs is a dimensionless constant and is taken as 0.1 in this study. The Δ is filter width related 

to the grid size as: 

( )3
1

zyx ΔΔΔ=Δ         (2-53) 

 

The above equations are solved on the transformed computational plane with the finite 

difference method described above. Central differencing method is used to discretize all spatial 

derivatives in the equations except the non-linear convective terms in the momentum equations, 

which are discretized with a modified second-order upwind scheme. 
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Lu, Dalton & Zhang (1997) calculated a steady flow past a circular cylinder at Re = 

1×104 using the above three-dimensional Large Eddy Simulation method with Smagorinsky’s 

subgrid scale model. The model constant of Cs = 0.1 was adopted. Calculation results including 

the Strouhal number, time-averaged pressure coefficient and hydrodynamic forces on the 

cylinder were compared to experimental values at Re = 8 ×103 by Norberg (1992). Very good 

agreement was found. 

 

2.3 Numerical model validation 

In this section the present numerical model is validated against the case of flow around an 

isolated circular cylinder at Reynolds number Re = 1000. This Reynolds numbers is selected to 

ensure that the three-dimensionality has fully developed (Williamson, 1996). In addition, the 

numerical results at this Reynolds number can be well validated against experimental data, as 

there are a large number of experimental results available at this Reynolds number. The 

calculation is carried out with a non-dimensional time step of Δt = 0.005. LES model is not used 

in the validation. 

 

Flow around an isolated circular cylinder has been widely investigated both 

experimentally and numerically. The flow has also been reviewed frequently and extensively, 

such as by Sarpkaya (1979), Griffin (1985), Niemann & Holscher (1990), Williamson (1996) 

etc. The flow over a circular cylinder exhibits different features depending on Reynolds number 

therefore it can be classified into different flow regimes based on the Reynolds number (Sumer 

& Fredsoe, 1997). It had been recognised that the vortex shedding phenomenon, in which the 

primary vortices are shed alternately at either side of the cylinder at a certain frequency, appears 

for Reynolds number Re > 40 to 50. The flow regime at the range of the Reynolds number 

(based on the cylinder diameter D) between 300 < Re < 2×105 is known as the Subcritical 

Regime. In this regime the wake is completely turbulent. However the boundary layer 

developing around the cylinder surface is laminar. In addition to the primary vortex, at Reynolds 
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number around 1000, the separating shear layer develops Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) instability 

from both sides of the cylinder, and forms very small scale vortices known as K-H vortices 

(Chyu & Rockwell, 1996; Persillon & Braza, 1998). 

 

2.3.1 Calculation parameters 

In this validation, a cubical box flow field (refer to Figure 2-1) is considered for the 

numerical simulation. A circular cylinder with a diameter of D is positioned at a distance of 15 

cylinder diameters from the inflow boundary (L1 = 15D) and 20 diameters from the outflow 

boundary (L2 = 20D). The side boundaries are located at 8 cylinder diameters from the central 

line of the cylinder (y direction, B = 2 × 8D = 16D). The spanwise length is set to 3 diameters (z 

direction, H = 3D). The cylinder is exposed to a constant inlet flow at velocity of U0. 

 

It is very important for numerical studies to select a suitable computational domain and 

mesh. Two-dimensional numerical tests for flow around an isolated circular cylinder by Lei 

(2000) suggested that the effect of the lateral boundary is not significant if it is located at 10 

diameters away from the cylinder centre. In his three-dimensional study of the flow it is 

concluded that sufficiently accurate results can be achieved with the spanwise lengths above 

two cylinder diameters. Whilst Behr et al. (1995) studied the influence of the location of the 

lateral boundaries and suggested that the lateral boundaries should be placed at the locations of 

at least 8 cylinder diameters from the cylinder centre.  In addition, two-dimensional numerical 

tests conducted by Tezduyar & Shih (1991) showed if the outflow boundary is located morn 

than 14.5 cylinder diameters away from the cylinder centre, the effects to the near wake flow 

field and the prediction of global parameters are not significant. Assuming that the above results 

are applicable to three-dimensional numerical simulation, therefore the present computational 

domain is considered suitable. 

 

The style of the mesh used for this validation simulation is shown in Figure 2-2. In x-y 

plane, the grid lines are orthogonal in x and y directions and clustered to the four control 

cambered surface (AB, BC, CD and AD) of the cylinder gradual in geometric sequences. The 
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size of the grid in the x-y plane is 180 × 61 (181 nodes in the x direction) with the grids number 

upstream the cylinder surface is 71 (in x direction). In y direction the grid is symmetric at the 

cylinder central line. The minimum spacing from the first grid line to the cylinder surface is set 

to be 0.025D. Along the spanwise direction (z direction) a uniform mesh is constructed with a 

fixed grid spacing of 0.1D. 

 

The velocity and pressure boundary conditions are summarised in Table 2-1. The Inlet 

flow is set to be a constant free stream velocity U0 perpendicular to the cylinder. On the top, 

bottom and lateral side boundaries, the so-called ‘symmetric’ boundary condition is adopted. 

For wall boundaries of cylinder surface, non-slip wall condition is specified. Likewise, 

Neumann pressures boundary condition for inlet, outlet and symmetrical boundaries are 

approximated. On the wall boundary, the pressure condition is obtained from Navier-Stokes 

equations by applying the velocity components on them. 

 

 
Boundary 

condition 
Velocity components Pressure 

Inlet Inflow u=U0=1.0, v=0, w=0 ∂p/∂x=0 

Outlet Outflow u= U0=1.0, v=0, w=0 ∂p/∂x=0 

Top & Bottom Symmetric ∂u/∂z=0, ∂v/∂z=0, w=0 ∂p/∂z=0 

Front & Rear sides Symmetric ∂u/∂y=0, v=0, ∂w/∂y=0 ∂p/∂y=0 

Figure 2-2 Layout of the calculation mesh for model validation 
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Cylinder surface Wall u=0, v=0, w=0 
∂p/∂x=1/(Re×∇2u) 

∂p/∂y=1/(Re×∇2v) 

Table 2-1. Boundary conditions for flow around an isolated circular cylinder 

 

2.3.2 Numerical results 

Figure 2-3 plots the present numerical result of instantaneous streamlines in the near 

wake of the cylinder at Reynolds number Re = 1000. The vortex-shedding phenomenon is 

clearly observed. In addition, the small scale Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) vortices formed on both 

sides of the cylinder that are shed symmetrically are also simulated successfully. 

(a) t = ½ T (b) t = T 

Figure 2-3 Instantaneous streamlines in the near wake of an isolated cylinder 

 

The mean streamlines around the cylinder obtained from the present numerical simulation 

are shown on Figure 2-4. The flow separation angle θs is about 98o measuring in the clockwise 

direction from the cylinder central line. The calculated recirculation length LR is about 1.2D, 

which is close to the experimental data of LR = 1.35D reported by Honji & Taneda (1969). The 

simulation results including the flow feature of the large primary vortex and the smaller 

secondary vortex, separation angle and recirculation length are all agreed well with the 

numerical results by Lei (2000) at the same Reynolds number. 

Figure 2-4 Mean streamlines around the isolated cylinder 
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The simulated flow streamlines at two instants moments during a vortex-shedding period 

on the symmetrical plane along the centreline of the cylinder (x - z plane) are shown in Figure 2-

5. The figure reveals the strong three-dimensionality of the flow at this Reynolds number, 

indicates that vortex shedding occurs in cells instead of uniformly along the cylinder length. 

(a) Stationary frame, t = ½ T (b) Stationary frame, t = T 

Figure 2-5 Streamlines on the symmetrical plane downstream the cylinder 

 

As the velocity component on the streamwise direction contains the eddy convection 

velocity, in order to clearly show the transverse vortex structure, this eddy convection velocity 

is removed from the streamwise velocity component. This treatment is equivalent to observe the 

flow structure on a moving frame. Figure 2-6 shows the resultant streamlines after taking 60% 

of the free-stream velocity as the eddy convection velocity from the streamwise velocity 

component, which is equivalent to the observations on a moving frame. The figure demonstrates 

that the transverse vortices appear in pairs and are counter-rotating. The streamlines at two 

different moments of Figure 2-6 (a) & (b) indicate that the location of the transverse vortices in 

the spanwise direction change with time. Also the spacing between the transverse vortices is not 

fixed. These features of the vortex structures on the symmetrical plane agree well with the 

experimental observations by Wu et al. (1996) for flow at the Reynolds number of Re = 525, 

which is in the same regime as the present numerical study (between 300 < Re < 2×105 for the 

Subcritical Regime). The experimental data also took 60% of the free-stream velocity as the 

eddy convection velocity from the streamwise velocity component. 
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(b) Moving frame, t = T (a) Moving frame, t =½ T 

Figure 2-6 Resultant streamlines on the symmetrical plane downstream the cylinder 

 

The simulation results of the time histories of the fluctuating drag and lift forces 

coefficients are presented in Figure 2-7. The origin of the forces is the vortex shedding. The lift 

force oscillates at a certain frequency, which is the frequency of vortex shedding. The amplitude 

of the oscillation is not a constant value. It varies from one period to the other and some periods 

may be missed. These features were observed in experiments by Drescher (Sumer & Fredsoe, 

1997). The mean value of the drag force coefficient is 1.22, which agrees well to the 

experimental measurements of 1.2 (Niemann & Holscher, 1990) 

Figure 2-7 Time histories of fluctuating drag and lift forces coefficients 

 

The vortex shedding frequency, when normalised with the undisrupted flow velocity U0 

and the cylinder diameter D, is a non-dimensional parameter named Strouhal number. 

0U
DνftS =          (2-54) 
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where fv is the vortex shedding frequency. Figure 2-8 gives the power spectra corresponding to 

the lift force coefficient in Figure 2-7. The calculated Strouhal number is St = 0.21, which 

agrees excellently to the experimental results by Roshko in 1961 at the same Reynolds number 

that St = 0.20 to 0.21 (Sumer & Fredsoe, 1997). 
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Figure 2-8 Power spectra of the lift force oscillation, Re = 1000 

 

2.4 Summary 

In this chapter, a three-dimensional numerical procedure, which solves the unsteady 

Navier-Stokes equations by the pressure Poisson equation method in a curvilinear coordinate 

system using finite difference scheme, is developed for modeling the time-dependent 

incompressible viscous flow. The boundary-fitted coordinate system is used in order that all 

computations are carried out on a transferred plane with a square mesh regardless the shape or 

configuration of boundaries in the physical domain. A second-order upwind scheme is 

employed to discretize the convection terms in the momentum equations. In addition, Large 

Eddy Simulation (LES) turbulence model has been incorporated in the present numerical 

procedure for simulating flows at high Reynolds number. The numerical model has been 

validated against a benchmark problem of flow around an isolated circular cylinder, which has 

been frequently used as a benchmark to validate numerical methods in the practice of 

Computational Fluid Dynamics. The major results achieved in this chapter can be summarized 

as follows: 

1. The present numerical model successfully simulates the flow around an isolated 

circular cylinder at Reynolds number of Re = 1000. Flow features including the vortex 
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structures in the near wake, the vortex shedding frequency and the hydrodynamic forces 

on the cylinder agree well with the experimental results. 

2. For the modeling of three-dimensional flow past an isolated circular cylinder, the 

described 35D × 16D × 3D cuboidal flow domain with the cylinder located 15D from 

the inflow, 20D to the outflow and 8D to each lateral boundary is considered sufficient 

for the numerical simulation. 

3. The 180 × 61 × 30 orthogonal mesh gradual in geometric sequences from the cylinder 

surface with first grid line at the minimum space of 0.025D and a uniform mesh at a 

fixed grid spacing of 0.1D along the spanwise direction, together with the 

dimensionless computation time step of Δt = 0.005, is suitable for the simulations of 

flow around an isolated cylinder carried out in this chapter. 

4. The validation against the three-dimensional flow around an isolated cylinder ensures 

the suitability of the present numerical model for the simulation of three-dimensional 

flows around different bluff bodies. 
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Chapter 3 

 

FLOW AROUND A VERTICAL CIRCULAR 

CYLINDER MOUNTED ON A RIGID BED 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Flow around a vertical circular cylinder mounted on a bed has been studied 

accompanying the investigation of pile scour since the early 1960’s. An extensive review of the 

subject was presented by Breuser & Raudkivi (1991) and Hoffmans & Verheij (1997) 

respectively. The major feature of the flow structure is vortex systems including horseshoe 

vortex and wake vortex, as shown in Figure 3-1. The horseshoe vortex is formed in front of the 

cylinder due to the vertical pressure gradient. The consequence of the horseshoe vortex is the 

shear stress amplification and the maximum scour depth in front of the cylinder base. In 

Figure 3-1 Vortex systems for flow around a circular cylinder mounted on a bed 
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addition to that, the vortex-shedding phenomenon which is common to all flows around circular 

cylinders for Re > 40, exists at the lee-side of the cylinder. These systems are the main causes of 

local erosion around cylindrical structures such as bridge piers and have long been recognised 

by many investigators, e.g. Roper, Schneider & Shen (1967), Bonasoundas (1973), Hjorth 

(1975), Melville and Raudkivi (1977), Baker (1980), Ettema (1980), Dargahi (1989), Sheppard, 

Zhao & Ontowirjo (1995). The characteristics of the vortex systems such as the horseshoe 

vortex and the positions of vortices are mainly dependent on the Reynolds number (Re), the 

thickness of bed boundary layer (δ) and geometry of the structure.  

 

Numerical simulations of flow around a bottom-mounted vertical cylinder were first 

reported in the area of aerodynamics. Since the flow is three-dimensional, it creates a very 

complex scour picture, which can hardly be modelled numerically today. The use of numerical 

modeling and application of sophisticated turbulence models has accelerated in the 1990’s. 

Deng & Piquet (1992) calculated the horseshoe vortex using the algebraic Baldwin-Lomax 

turbulence model. Olsen & Melaaen (1993) and Roulund, Sumer & Fredsoe (1999) simulated 

scour pattern using a 3D finite-volume method incorporated with κ−ε closure. Free surface 

effects were included in Casulli & Stelling’s (1998) model. 

 

Despite that a number of studies have been undertaken in the past two decades, however, 

in most of these studies the emphasis has been on the formulation of scour-depth equations 

rather than the mechanism of local scouring. Numerical models have not been adequately 

developed for practical engineering purposes due to the complex three-dimensional flow which 

has been difficult to model numerically. Therefore an effective numerical flow model is 

necessary to solve the complex three-dimensional flow in order to predict the local scour around 

a vertical pile. Thus, the three-dimensional numerical model of the turbulent flow around a 

vertical cylinder that was developed in Chapter 2 is used here to model the flow around a 

vertical circular cylinder mounted on a bed. The numerical model uses a finite-difference 

method with a modified second-order upwind scheme to solve the three-dimensional Navier-
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Stokes equations in a body-fitted coordinate system. Large eddy simulation (LES) model is used 

in the calculation for high Reynolds number flow at Re = 39000. 

 

3.2 Determination of numerical parameters  

3.2.1 Flow description and boundary conditions  

Similar to the calculation of flow around an isolated circular cylinder in Chapter 2, a 

cubical box is selected as the calculation domain for the simulation of flow around a vertical 

cylinder mounted on a bed. The flow is described in a Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z). The 

x-axis is aligned with the flow direction, the z-axis is parallel with the cylinder axis and the y-

axis is perpendicular to both directions. A circular cylinder with a diameter of D is exposed to a 

constant free stream velocity U0. The typical flow domain configuration is shown in Figure 3-2. 

Symmetric 

 

The boundary conditions are shown in Figure 3-2 as well. Values of velocity components 

and pressures on different boundaries are explained in Table 3-1. Inlet flow is set to be a 

constant free stream velocity U0 perpendicular to the cylinder, gives velocity components as: 

0;0;U0 === wvu       (3-1) 

where U0 is a constant representing a uniform flow. 

Figure 3-2 Layout of flow domain and boundary conditions for calculation of 

flow around a vertical cylinder mounted on a bed 
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On the top and lateral side boundaries, the so-called ‘symmetric’ boundary condition is 

adopted. That is, all flow quantities are symmetrical along the boundary plane. E.g. on the top 

boundary this gives zero vertical component of the velocity (w) to the boundary and zero partial 

derivative of other velocity components (u & v) parallel to the boundary plane. For wall 

boundaries of cylinder surface and base plane, non-slip wall conditions are specified.  

 

Likewise, Neumann pressure boundary condition for inlet, outlet and symmetrical 

boundaries are approximated as: 

0/ =∂∂ xp ,  for inlet and outlet boundaries;     (3-2) 

0/ =∂∂ yp ,  for lateral sides; and      (3-3) 

0/ =∂∂ zp ,  for top boundary.       (3-4) 

 

 On wall boundary, the pressure conditions are obtained from Navier-Stokes equations by 

applying the velocity components on them. As all velocity components on wall boundary are 

zero, the left hand side of the equations (2-10) to (2-12) equals to zero, the pressure distribution 

on the boundary is obtained as:  

 V2

Re
1

∇=∇p         (3-5) 

where V = (u, v, w) is the velocity vector in three dimensional domain. 

 

 Boundary 

condition 

Velocity components Pressure 

Inlet & Outlet Inflow & Outflow u=U0, v=0, w=0 ∂p/∂x=0 

Top Symmetric ∂u/∂z=0, ∂v/∂z=0, w=0 ∂p/∂z=0 

Bottom Wall u=0, v=0, w=0 ∂p/∂z=1/(Re×∇2w) 

Front & Rear sides Symmetric ∂u/∂y=0, v=0, ∂w/∂y=0 ∂p/∂y=0 

Cylinder surface Wall u=0, v=0, w=0 
∂p/∂x=1/(Re×∇2u) 

∂p/∂y=1/(Re×∇2v) 

Table 3-1. Boundary conditions for flow around a circular cylinder mounted on a bed 
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3.2.2 Calculation parameters 

The selection of suitable calculation parameters such as computational domain size and 

mesh density are very important for numerical studies. The simulation results are directly 

affected by the following parameters: size of the computation domain, the location of the 

cylinder, number of grids on the cylinder surface, minimum space for first grid from the bed and 

from the cylinder surface etc. 
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Figure 3-3 Grid for the simulation of flow around a circular cylinder mounted on a bed 

 

Standard H- style mesh that was used in Chapter 2 is adopted in this simulation. As 

shown in Figure 3-3, in x-y plane, the grid lines are orthogonal in x and y directions and 

clustered to the four control cambered surface (AB, BC, CD and AD) of the cylinder in 

geometric sequences. Along the spanwise direction (z direction), a similar gradual varying mesh 

is constructed as shown in Figure 3-3. 

 

3.2.3 Test parameters 

For two-dimensional numerical simulations of flow around a circular cylinder in a 

rectangular flow field, Tezduyar & Shih (1991) investigated the effect of downstream boundary 
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location at a Reynold number of 100 and found that the effect is not significant if the 

downstream boundary is placed more than 14.5 cylinder diameters from the centre of the 

cylinder. Behr et al. (1995) studied the inference of the location of the lateral boundaries and 

suggested that the lateral boundaries should be placed at the locations of at least 8 cylinder 

diameters from the cylinder centre.  

 

Subsequently, Lei (2000) carried out a three-dimensional numerical simulation of flow 

around a circular cylinder with 7 different spanwise lengths from 0 to 6D to investigate the 

effect of spanwise length. The results obtained indicated that with spanwise length larger than 

two cylinder diameters, sufficiently accurate results could be achieved. 

 

Location of 

the cylinder 

Code Domain 

L×B×H 

L1 L2

Mesh 

nx×ny×nz 

Number 

of grid 

in front 

of 

cylinder 

Minimum 

space of 

first grid 

in x-z 

plane 

Minimum 

radial 

space in  

x-y plane 

C-1 30D×16D×3D 10D 20D 130×61×30 41 0.005D 0.05D 

C-2 27D×16D×6D 7D 20D 130×61×40 41 0.005D 0.05D 

C-3 35D×16D×3D 15D 20D 180×61×30 71 0.0005D 0.025D 

Table 3-2. Parameters of the calculation domains and meshes for different testing cases 

 

However in a case of flow around a cylinder mounted on a bed, the flow will be affected 

by the rigid boundary of the bed. The flow structure will include the horseshoe vortex and the 

wake vortex that are different from the case of an isolated cylinder. Therefore additional 

numerical tests are necessary. Since the computation cost is prohibitively high for solving such 

a three-dimensional flow, in this study only three different calculation domains and meshes are 

performed. The choice of a mesh for each calculation was determined by the objectives of the 

calculation and the computational cost. By assuming that the above results could be extended to 

the three-dimensional numerical simulations for flow around a cylinder mounted on a bed, in 

this study, outflow boundary is set at 20 cylinder diameters from the cylinder centre whilst 
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lateral boundaries are located at 8 cylinder diameters each side from the cylinder centre. Details 

are listed in Table 3-2. 

 

3.2.4 Numerical test results 

The numerical results obtained from the calculations with above domains and grid sizes 

are presented here. Two Reynolds numbers in different ranges, Re = 2000 and Re = 39000 

respectively, are used in the test. The bed shear stress is calculated by: 

          (3-6) 2
*Uρτ =

here U* is determined by assuming a logarithmic velocity profile and following an iterative 

procedure: 
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   (3-7) 

where E = 9.0 for a smooth wall. 

 

The comparison of main bed-shear stresses for Re = 2000 with different calculation 

domain and mesh parameters is presented in Figure 3-4. The data are normalised with the mean 

shear stress (τm) at station of x/D = 3. The boundary conditions, the number of mesh node in x-y 

plane, minimum radial space near the cylinder surface, minimum space of the first grid from the 

bottom in spanwise direction and the number of grid point in front of the cylinder are the same 

for C-2 and C-1. The differences between these two cases are the size of the computation 

domain and the number of grid points along cylinder axis. In x-y plane the calculation domain of 

upstream area from the cylinder surface is only 7D in C-2 case instead of 10D in C-1 case with 

the same number of grids. This gives a denser mesh in the area for C-2 case. In cylinder 

spanwise direction, the domain is 3D with 30 grids in case C-1 and 6D with 40 grids in case C-2 

respectively. As the size of the first mesh from the bed is the same for both cases and the mesh 

is expanded exponentially from the bed, the grid sizes in the near bed area where the horseshoe 

vortex is formed are very comparable in the two cases. To some extent, the grid of C-2 case is 

finer than case C-1 in the near bed region. It is seen from the graph that the prediction of main 
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flow separation point which is reflected by τm = 0 and the amplification of the shear stress using 

the mesh of C-2 case are slightly better than that of C-1 compared to experimental results. For 

the calculation of C-3 case, the minimum space of first grid from the bed is reduced from 0.005 

to 0.0005, and minimum radial space around the cylinder surface is reduced from 0.05 to 0.025, 

therefore a better quality mesh has been formed. The results show that as the grid is refined the 

maximum bed shear stresses decrease significantly. The minimum value of bed shear stress, 

which is defined as the point of τm = 0 in Figure 3-4, is reached at the point of x/D = 0.93 and 

x/D = 1.15 respectively for C-3 and C-2 cases. The amplification of the shear stress along the 

symmetric plane for the simulation of C-3 was found to be 1.5 times τm, which agrees well with 

the experimental value of Dargahi (1989). The results of C-3 case agree reasonably well with 

the experimental data. 
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Figure 3-4 Bed shear stress for Re = 2000 

 

The bed shear stresses along symmetrical plane obtained from Re = 39000 with different 

calculation domain and mesh parameters are presented in Figure 3-5. Large Eddy Simulation 

(LES) turbulent model was used in the calculations. The experimental data measured by 

Dargahi (1989) for Re = 39000 are plotted in the same figure as well. It can be seen from the 

figure that the results of C-2 and C-3 cases showed better agreements with the experimental 

result comparing with C-1 case. There is no significant difference between C-2 and C-3 

simulations although the minimum value of the bed shear stress obtained using C-3 is slightly 

better than that by C-2 comparing with the experimental results. It appears from Figure 3-5 that 
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the mesh density in the upstream region of the cylinder affects the calculation results 

significantly and the minimum mesh size of 0.005 used in the C-2 case is small enough to 

produce mesh-independent results at this Reynolds number.  

 

The maximum amplification of the bed shear stress along the symmetrical plane from C-2 

and C-3 simulations is about 1.5 times of the mean shear stress τm (the shear stress at x/D = 3 

station). This agrees well with the experimental value found by Dargahi (1989). The minimum 

value of the bed shear stress for C-3 case is at the point of x/D = 1.086. This value is slightly 

larger than the experimental value of 0.83 found by Dargahi (1989) and 0.85 by Melville (1975) 

at the same range of Reynolds number as the present simulation. This is due to the effect of 

different bed boundary layer thickness which will be discussed later. 
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Figure 3-5 Bed shear stress for Re = 39000 

 

3.2.5 Summary 

A numerical model is developed for simulating flow around circular cylinder mounted on 

the bed. The numerical results are compared with the experimental data and reproduce the trend 

of the shear stress change near the upstream stagnation point. The minimum values of the bed 

shear stress are slightly overestimated in comparison with the experimental value at a similar 

Reynolds number. This is considered due to the influence of the thickness of bed boundary layer 

and will be discussed in detail later in this chapter. 
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Compromising the accuracy of the calculation and the computational costs, the present 

35D×16D×3D cuboidal flow calculation domain with a 180×61×30 mesh, a minimum 0.0005D 

space of the first grid from the bed and 0.025D radial space around the cylinder surface, is 

considered reasonable for the present flow simulations. In the following studies, all calculations 

of flow around a circular cylinder mount on a rigid bed are carried out using this calculation 

domain and grid size. 

 

3.3 Numerical simulation results 

In this section, numerical results are presented to unveil the flow characteristics including 

vortex structure, flow field pressure distribution and bed shear stress, for flow around a circular 

cylinder mounted on a rigid bed. LES model was used in the calculation for a high Reynolds 

number flow at Re = 39000. 

 

3.3.1 Flow pattern 

The major feature of the flow structure around a vertical cylinder mounted on a bed is the 

vortex system. The vortex system is the major mechanism leading to the scouring of sediment 

from around the base of the vertical structure. This has long been recognised by many 

investigators. 

 

As sketched in Figure 3-1, the dominant flow features near the cylinder are the large-scale 

eddy structures. The main flow feature for an isolated cylinder is the well-known vortex 

shedding. However, for the flow structure near the cylinder mounted on a rigid flat bed, the 

major flow structures are composed of two basic systems: horseshoe vortex system and wake-

vortex system. The horseshoe vortex is formed mainly due to the existence of the boundary 

layer of incoming flow. The wake vortex system is generated by the same flow mechanism that 

is responsible for the vortex shedding around an isolated circular cylinder. 
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Figure 3-6 presents instantaneous streamlines around the cylinder in a horizontal plane at 

the middle height of the cylinder (z = 1.5D) and a horizontal plane immediate close to the bed  

(z = 0.0005D) respectively at Re = 2000. It is seen from the Figure 3-6(a) that the main flow 

feature in the horizontal plane at the middle height of the cylinder is the well-known lee-wake 

vortex shedding pattern. However, in the near bed area of Figure 3-6(b), the flow is affected by 

the rigid boundary of the bed. The turbulent character of the wake is intensified and the width of 

the wake decreases.  

(a) Middle of water column plane (z = 1.5D) (b) Near bed plane (z = 0.0005D) 

Figure 3-6 Streamlines around the cylinder in x-y planes, Re = 2000 

 

Figure 3-7 shows numerical result of streamlines around a vertical cylinder mounted on a 

bed at Re = 39000. Two typical flow features observed in experiment: horseshoe vortex formed 

in front of the cylinder and the upward flow at the downstream of the cylinder, are successfully 

simulated. The horseshoe vortex wraps around the cylinder and trails off downstream. It can be 

seen that a vortex tube is formed around the upstream side of the cylinder and extends around 

the shoulder of the cylinder. This flow feature has been observed in previous independent 

physical experiments (e.g. Melville, 1975; Dargahi, 1989). 

 

A vortex on the symmetrical plane downstream of the cylinder from top to the bed is also 

observed. The vortex confirms that the wake vortices oscillate laterally and vertically, which has 

been observed also in physical experiments (e.g. Melville, 1975). The mechanisms related to 
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these flow features and their roles in the scour processes have been discussed by many 

researchers such as Breusers et al., (1977), Hjorth (1975), Baker (1979) and Dargahi (1989). 

Figure 3-7 Streamlines around a circular cylinder mounted on a bed 

 

3.3.1.1 Horseshoe vortex 

Horseshoe vortex that results from a three-dimensional separation of the boundary layer 

formed in front of the cylinder is one of the major features of flow around a circular cylinder 

mounted vertically on a flat bed. The presence of the cylinder causes the change of water 

pressure around the cylinder. The approach flow near the bed has a velocity profile that varies 

with depth and is logarithmic. When this bed boundary layer flow approaches the vertical 

cylinder, it sets up a pressure gradient on the upstream face of the cylinder, between the low 

pressure in the near-bed region and the high pressure in the region above. This pressure gradient 

drives a flow downward along the face of the cylinder. When the flow impinges on the bed, a 

recirculating eddy is formed. The consequence of the horseshoe vortex is the shear stress 

amplification and causes scour around the base of cylindrical structures such as bridge piers in 

real engineering cases. The horseshoe vortex has been investigated extensively. Schwind (1962) 

carried out an experimental study of the flow field around a wedge-like object placed in a wind 

tunnel and clearly demonstrated the formation of the horseshoe vortex. Baker (1979) 

experimentally observed that both steady and unsteady horseshoe vortex systems exist by the 

separation of laminar boundary layer. The unsteady horseshoe vortex system was shown to have 

a complex oscillatory behavior.  Dargahi (1989) investigated experimentally a fully developed 

turbulent flow field around a circular cylinder mounted vertically on a flat bed. The horseshoe 
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vortices were found shedding quasi-periodically and the number of vortices increases with the 

increase of Reynolds number. 

 

Figure 3-8 gives an instantaneous vorticity contour distribution upstream the cylinder at 

the symmetrical plane (x-z plane at y = 0) for the case of Re = 2000. It is seen from the figure 

that there exist four major vortices in the horseshoe vortex system. These vortices are marked as 

Vortex 1 to Vortex 4. The Vortex 1 is a very small vortex created by the separation of 

downward flow from the cylinder surface at the stagnation face of the cylinder. When the 

downward flow impinges on the bed, the flow from the lower part of the boundary layer turns 

up and forms a two clockwise vortex system (Vortex 2 & 4). Another small vortex (Vortex 3) is 

formed as the next layer of fluid separates from the lower part of Vortex 2. Vortex 3 is anti-

clockwise as the neighbour vortices rotate in the opposite direction. This flow structure is 

similar to that observed in the experiment by Baker (1979) at the same range of Reynolds 

number and bed boundary layer thickness. 
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Figure 3-8 Vorticity & vortexes in front of a circular cylinder mounted on a bed, Re = 2000 

 

The instantaneous vorticity contour distribution upstream the cylinder at Re = 39,000 is 

given in Figure 3-9. At this higher Re, there exists a small triangular anti-clockwise vortex 

(vortex 5) in addition to the vortices 1 to 4 observed at Re = 2000. The Vortex 5 is believed to 

be generated by the interaction of the initial instability and a jet of fluid caused by the 

acceleration of a boundary layer underneath Vortex 4. The existence of Vortex 6, which rotates 
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in clockwise direction at its upstream end, is to counter-balance Vortex 5. This phenomena was 

referred to as the six-vortex system by Baker (1979), and also observed in the experiment by 

Dargahi (1989) at Re = 20,000.  
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Figure 3-9 Vorticity & vortexes in front of a circular cylinder mounted on a bed, Re = 39000 

 

Figure 3-10 shows instantaneous vorticity contours and corresponding streamlines of 

flows in front of the cylinder at different Reynolds number on the symmetrical plane (x-z plane 

at y = 0). Some puny vortices as mentioned above are too weak to be plotted on the streamlines.  

For Re = 500 of the Figure 3-10a, although vorticity intensities are different in front of the 

cylinder, the difference is not sufficient enough to form a vortex. As there is no separation at the 

boundary layer and no flow rotation occurs in this case, no horseshoe vortex can be observed. 

With the increase of Reynolds number to Re = 1000 in Figure 3-10b, a horseshoe vortex system 

which consists of a small vortex (Vortex 1) and a primary vortex (Vortex 2) is observed in front 

of the cylinder. The vortex phenomenon was specified as the ‘two vortex system’ by Baker 

(1979). For Re = 2000 in Figure 3-10c, it can be seen clearly from the streamlines that two 

primary vortices are formed in the upstream separated region. With the further increase of 

Reynolds number at Re = 39000 (Figure 3-9), the so-called ‘six-vortex system’ is formed. This 

characteristic structure agrees well with the experimental observation such as Baker (1979) and 

Dargahi (1989) that the number of vortices increases with the increase of Reynolds number in 

this range. 
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The re-circulating vortex (vortex 2) upstream of the cylinder, which is observed in both 

cases, wraps around the cylinder and trails off downstream formed the horseshoe vortex.  

 

 

(a) Re = 500 

 

 

(b) Re = 1000 

 

 

(c) Re = 2000 

Figure 3-10 Vorticity contours and streamlines at different Re 
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3.3.1.2 Wake vortex 

Large amount of research has been carried out to investigate the development of wake 

behind a circular cylinder in order to clarify the wake vortex behaviour (e.g. Roshko, 1953; 

Roshko, 1961; Shen, Schneider & Karaki, 1966; Melville, 1975; Dargahi, 1989). In theory the 

periodic wake phenomena behind the cylinder can be classified into three ranges based on the 

Reynolds number: Stable range, Transition range and Irregular range. In the irregular range, the 

irregular velocity fluctuation is initiated by a laminar turbulent transition in the free vortex 
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layers which springs from the separation points on the cylinder. Meanwhile, an upward flow 

exists at the downstream face of the cylinder. The upward flow picks up the sediment vertically 

then carried downstream. The wake vortices and the upward flow immediately behind the 

cylinder will give rise to additional downstream scouring. 

 

The mean streamlines around the cylinder in horizontal planes at the middle height of the 

cylinder (z = 1.5D) and immediate close to the bed (z = 0.0005D) respectively at Re = 39000 are 

presented in Figure 3-11. The flow feature in the z = 1.5D height horizontal plane (Figure 3-

11(a)) is almost identical to the well-known lee-wake vortex shedding pattern. Close to the bed 

(Figure 3-11(b)) the turbulent character of the wake is intensified and the width of the wake 

decreases due to the effect of the rigid bed. 

(a) Middle of water column plane (z = 1.5D) (b) Near bed plane (z = 0.0005D) 

Figure 3-11 Mean streamlines around the circular cylinder in x-y planes, Re = 39000 

 

Figure 3-12 exhibits instantaneous numerical result of streamlines around a vertical 

cylinder mounted on a bed at Re = 39000. In the wake of the cylinder, the flow field consists of 

vertical vortices as observed in experiment by Mark (1995). The reversed circulation pattern 

(vortex 1) is simulated successfully. This pattern was also detected by Roulund (2000) in his 

experiment but failed to be replicated in his numerical simulation.  

 

Regarding to the position of the separation line at the side of the cylinder, as can been 

seen in Figure 3-11 and Figure 3-12, the lee wake separation at the bed is delayed compared 

with that further away from the bed,  thus induces an anti-clockwise circulation pattern in the 
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wake. This phenomenon was observed in the experiment conducted by Roulund (2000) and 

Dargahi (1989) under the same condition of a smooth bed. 

 

The streamline pattern shown in Figure 3-12 conforms to the experimental finding and 

demonstrates that the major characteristics of the flow are well reproduced in the numerical 

simulation. 

1 

Figure 3-12 Streamlines around a cylinder mounted on a bed, Re = 39000 

 

3.3.2 Pressure distribution 

The pressure contours at the upstream of the cylinder on the symmetrical vertical plane 

are sketched in Figure 3-13 for different Reynolds numbers. It can be seen from the figure that 

pressure along the cylinder surface is lower in the near bed region and higher away from the 

bed. This pressure distribution drives a downward flow along the cylinder surface. The 

downward flow separates from the cylinder surface when it approaches to the bed and rotates 

forming the horseshoe vortex. Meanwhile, there is a small higher-pressure area at the upstream 

corner of cylinder surface and the bed where the very small vortex was observed.  

 

Figure 3-14 displays the pressure distribution upstream of the cylinder along the line of 

symmetry at the bed. Experimental data by Dargahi (1989) and Baker (1979) are also included 

for comparison. In order to be consistent with the experimental results the pressure coefficient 

Cp here is defined as: 
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0p
pCp =          (3-8) 

where p0 is the pressure at the intersection point of cylinder surface and bed on the symmetric 

plane. 

 

The computation results agree well with the experimental data published by Dargahi 

(1989) at the same Reynolds number of Re = 39000. As pointed out by Dargahi as well, the 

pressure distribution is relatively insensitive to the change in Reynolds number. This conclusion 

is supported by the numerical results here. Meanwhile, a plateau segment exists for Re = 39000 

at the area of –0.9 < x/D < -0.8, which is the region where the horseshoe vortex is shedding. The 

simulation results agree well with experimental results found by Dargahi (1989) at the same 

Reynolds numbers and are further supported by Belik’s (1973) finding of the same range of 

Reynolds numbers at Re = 1×106. In addition, it can also be seen that the pressure distribution 

types are different for Re = 2000 and Re = 39000. The curve has a minimum for Re = 2000 

while for Re = 39000 the minimum is not found. This agrees with the experimental result 

provided by Baker (1979). Baker (1979) reported that the pressure distribution curves have 

minima for Re < 5000, while there is no minima for Re > 5000. For Re < 5000, steady vortex 

systems exist and the minima indicate the position of the primary vortex. However the vortex 

systems are unsteady at Re = 39000, therefore the pressure distribution does not show the 

minima. 

  

(a) Re = 2000 (b) Re = 39000 

Figure 3-13 Pressure contours upstream the cylinder on the symmetrical vertical plane 
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Figure 3-14 Pressure distribution upstream of the cylinder along the line of symmetry 

 

3.3.3 Bed shear stress 

Bed shear stress directly controls scour processing. The distributions of main bed shear 

stress for different Reynolds numbers are presented in Figure 3-15. The data are normalised by 

the mean shear stress (τm) at station of x/D = 3.  
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It can be seen from the figure that the maximum values of shear stress occur at a location 

of about 45o from the axis of the flow. The magnitude of the maximum shear stress 

amplification increases with Reynolds number from 4 at Re = 1000 to 7 at Re = 2000. However, 

it appears to be independent at the value of 7 when Reynolds numbers are larger than 2000. The 

location and magnitude of the maximum bed shear stress amplification are consistent with 

previous independent experimental results (e.g. Hjorth 1975).  

(a) Re = 1000 (b) Re = 2000 

(c) Re = 39000

Figure 3-15 Distribution of main bed shear stress 

 

Figure 3-16 shows the mean bed shear stress amplification along the line of symmetry 

upstream of the cylinder. Experimental result (Dargahi 1989) at Re = 39000 is also plotted for 
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comparison. The maximum amplification of the bed shear stress along the symmetrical plane is 

about 1.6 times of the mean shear stress τm (the shear stress at x/D = 3 station), which agrees 

well with the experimental value found by Dargahi (1989).  

 

The value of τ/τm = 0 reflects the mean location of separation point of boundary layer. 

The position of the upstream separation point oscillates along the line of symmetry. Simulation 

results show the mean location in non-dimensional distance is at x/D = 0.93 for Re = 2000 and 

x/D = 1.08 for Re = 39000. These values are comparable to the experimental values of x/D = 

0.83 and x/D = 0.85 by Dargahi (1989) and Melville (1975) respectively in the same range of 

Reynolds number. The reason why the simulated separation positions are ahead to those 

experimental observations is because of the thicker boundary layer in the calculation. 

Experimental results (Baker 1980b) confirmed that as 
D
δ

 decreases, the horseshoe vortex 

moves closer to the cylinder. Sumer (2002) also concluded from his experimental results that 

the larger the value of 
D
δ

 is, the larger the size of the horseshoe vortex will be. Comparing to 

that 
D
δ

 = 1.33 in Dargahi’s experiment, in current numerical calculation the bed boundary layer 

D
δ

 = 3, which is larger than the experimental ones, therefore the separation of the bed boundary 

layer is brought forward. 
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Figure 3-16 Mean bed shear stress along upstream symmetrical line 
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3.4 Summary 

In this chapter, a model of three-dimensional numerical simulation using a high order 

finite-different method to investigate the turbulent flow over a circular cylinder mounted on a 

rigid bed is developed. The flow is calculated at Reynolds numbers of Re = 500, 1000, 2000 and 

39000 respectively. Flow characteristics including vortex structure, flow field pressure 

distribution and bed shear stress are discussed. The major results achieved in this chapter are 

summarised as follows: 

1. The grid resolution around the cylinder plays an important role in simulating the three-

dimensional flow around a vertical cylinder. The described 35D×16D×3D cuboidal 

flow calculation domain, with a 180×61×30 mesh, a minimum 0.0005D space of the 

first grid from the bed and 0.025D radial space around the cylinder surface, is 

considered suitable for the flow simulations carried out in this chapter.  

2. The major feature of the vortex systems, Horseshoe vortex system and Wake-vortex 

system which are the major flow mechanism leading to the scouring of sediment from 

around the base of the vertical structure are successfully replicated and the numerical 

results agree well with the experimental results reported in literature. 

3. The number of vortices in the horseshoe vortex system increases with the increase of 

Reynolds number. The simulation results indicate that for the flow at Re = 2000 four 

vortices exist while at Re = 39000 the flow has six vortices in the horseshoe vortex 

system, which agree well with the experimental observation. 

4. An upward flow (vertical vortex) exists at the downstream face of the cylinder. The 

reversed circulation pattern of the vortex is simulated successfully. The lee wake 

separation closer the bed is delayed compared to the upper sector, as a result induces an 

anti-clockwise circulation pattern in the wake 

5. The pressure distributions in front of the cylinder are relatively insensitive to the 

change in Reynolds number. Meanwhile, a plateau segment exists for Re = 39000 at the 
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region of –0.9 < x/D < -0.8 corresponding to the region of horseshoe vortex shedding. 

The pressure distribution curve has a minima for Re = 2000 while the minima is not 

found for Re = 39000. 

6. The maximum values of bed shear stress occur at locations of about 45o from the axis 

of the flow. The magnitude of the maximum shear stress amplification reaches the 

value of 7 at Re = 2000 and seems to be independent to Reynolds number when Re is 

larger than 2000. 
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Chapter 4 

 

FLOW AROUND AN ISOLATED RECTANGULAR 

CYLINDER  

 

4.1 Introduction 

In contrast to a vast amount of investigations carried out for flow around a circular 

cylinder, there are few studies concerning about flow around other cylindrical structures such as 

that with a rectangular cross section. From an engineering point of view, it is also necessary to 

study flow around other bluff body shapes including rectangular cross sections. Detailed 

information regarding flow around a rectangular cylinder in a uniform flow is of special interest 

for the basic understanding of hydrodynamics, and is of great importance in the study of 

hydroelastic instability. 

 

Several studies have been reported on flow around a rectangular cylinder. Most of the 

investigations have been carried out on the hydroelastic instability of structures with rectangular 

cross sections used in construction work and in civil engineering. Nakaguchi, Hashimoto & 

Muto (1968) experimentally studied the drag force of rectangular cylinders and found that the 

width-to-height ratio of a rectangular cylinder is one of the major contributing factors to the 

dynamic characteristics. Mizota & Okajima (1981a, 1981b) measured the flow patterns around 

various rectangular cylinders and confirmed that the change of the flow patterns has close 

correlations with those of force and Strouhal number in the variation of the width-to-height ratio 
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and the angle of incidence. Okajima (1982) investigated the vortex shedding frequency of 

various rectangular cylinders to determine the Strouhal number of various rectangular cylinders 

as a function of Reynolds number. The experiments performed in wind tunnel and water tank 

cover a range of Reynolds number between 70 and 2×104. It was found that for the cylinders 

with the width-to-height ratio of 2 to 3, a sudden discontinuity in Strouhal number where flow 

pattern abruptly changes exists in a certain range of Reynolds number. Norberg (1993) 

investigated experimentally the Strouhal number and other hydrodynamic coefficients for 

rectangular cylinders at different side ratio and angle of attack in a range of Reynolds number 

from Re = 400 to Re = 3×104. Experimental results by Lyn et al. (1995) suggested that a 

relationship exists between flow topology and turbulence with vorticity saddles and streamlines 

being distinguishable. More recently, Senda et al. (2004) studied experimentally the flow 

around rectangular cylinders with width-to-height ratio of 0.5 and 1.0 aiming at the three-

dimensional near-wake structure of the shedding vortices. Malavasi, Franzetti & Blois (2004) 

experimentally investigated free surface effect for flow around a submerged rectangular 

cylinder of width to height ratio at 3.0. 

 

In recent years, with the rapid development of high-speed and large-capability computers, 

numerical simulation of flow around rectangular cylindrical structures has been accelerating in 

order to investigate the detailed information of flow characteristics, which is important for the 

basic understanding of flow-inducted vibration, energy conversion and structural design. With 

two dimensional models, Davis & Moore (1982), Fannke, Rodi & Schonung (1990), Kelkar & 

Patankar (1992) and Sohankar, Davidson & Norberg (1995) used finite volume methods, whilst 

Okajima (1990) and Zaki, Sen & Gad-el-Hak  (1994) used finite difference methods to compute 

the flow at low to moderate Reynolds number. Saha, Muralidhar & Biswas (2000) used a 2D 

finite difference model to calculate the flow around a square cylinder at Reynolds number Re = 

100. Moreover, Sohankar, Norberg & Davidson (1999a, 1999b) computed flow around a 

square cylinder by an implicit fractional step finite-volume method at Reynolds number of Re = 

200 - 500 (Sohankar, Norberg & Davidson, 1999a) and Re = 150 - 500 (Sohankar, Norberg & 

Davidson, 1999b) where the transitional 3D wake flow behind the cylinder was studied. The 
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results obtained from 2D and 3D simulations were compared. It was concluded that the 

transition from 2D to 3D shedding flow occurs at the Reynolds numbers between Re = 150 to 

Re = 200. Saha, Biswas & Muralidhar (2003) set up a three-dimensional model to calculate flow 

around a square cylinder at Reynolds numbers from 150 to 500 intending to investigate the 

transition scenario of the wake. For flow around non-square rectangular sections, Briley, 

Buggeln & McDonald (1985) calculated a steady laminar horseshoe vortex flow around an 

elliptic breakwater structure. Okajima (1990) and Davis & Moore (1982) simulated flow around 

a rectangular cylinder using a two-dimensional model. 

 

In this chapter, a direct three-dimensional numerical simulation of flow characteristics 

around a rectangular cylinder with section side ratio of A/D = 1 and 2 is carried out at different 

values of the Reynolds number (based on D) using the model developed in Chapter 2. 

 

4.2 Numerical parameters 

4.2.1 Flow description and boundary conditions  

Similar to the flow around a circular cylinder, flow around an isolated rectangular 

cylinder is described in a Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z). The typical flow domain 

configuration is given in Figure 4-1. The x-axis is aligned with the inlet flow direction, the z-

axis is parallel to the cylinder axis and the y-axis is perpendicular to both directions. A cubical 

box is selected as the calculation domain. A rectangular cylinder with a section area of A×D is 

exposed to a constant free stream velocity U0. D is the side width of the cylinder section in the y 

direction. 

 

The boundary conditions are shown in Figure 4-1 as well. Inlet flow is set to be a constant 

free stream velocity U0 perpendicular to the cylinder. On the top and base planes as well as 

lateral side boundaries, the so-called “symmetric” boundary condition is adopted. That is, all 

components are symmetrical along the boundary plane. On cylinder surfaces, non-slip wall 

condition is specified. Likewise, Neumann pressure boundary condition applies to inlet, outlet 
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and symmetrical boundaries. On the wall boundaries, the pressure conditions are obtained from 

the Navier-Stokes equations directly. 

 

Symmetric 
L1

Inlet 
U0

Outlet 

L2

B 

H 

 

 

Symmetric 

U0 

D 

A 

 Symmetric 

x 

y 
z 

Symmetric 

Figure 4-1 Layout of calculation domain and boundary conditions for flow around 

an isolated rectangular cylinder 

 

Detailed values of velocity components and pressure on different boundaries are listed in 

Table 4-1. 

 

 Boundary 

condition 

Velocity components Pressure 

Inlet & Outlet Inflow & Outflow u = U0, v = 0, w = 0 ∂p/∂x = 0 

Top & Bottom Symmetric ∂u/∂z = 0, ∂v/∂z = 0, w = 0 ∂p/∂z = 0 

Front & Rear sides Symmetric ∂u/∂y = 0, v = 0, ∂w/∂y = 0 ∂p/∂y = 0 

Cylinder surfaces Wall u = 0, v = 0, w = 0 
∂p/∂x = 1/(Re×∇2u) 

∂p/∂y = 1/(Re×∇2v) 

Table 4-1. Boundary conditions for the numerical simulation of flow around an isolated 

rectangular cylinder  
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4.2.2 Calculation parameters 

Similarly, H-style mesh is adopted in this simulation. Figure 4-2 gives a sample of the 

mesh for a square cylinder (A/D = 1). In the x-y plane, the grid lines are orthogonal in x and y 

directions. The centre of the cylinder is located on the symmetric line at 7D from inlet boundary 

with the side boundaries located at 8D from the central line of the cylinder (B = 2×8D = 16D). 

Whilst along the spanwise direction (z direction) the cylinder length is set to 3D (H = 3D), the 

mesh is uniformly distributed and the grid spacing is 0.077D. Detail calculation parameters are 

listed in Table 4-2. 

 

(a) Grid in x-z plane 

(b) Grid in x-y plane (c) Grid near the cylinder 

 

Figure 4-2 Grid for calculation of flow around a square cylinder 
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Location of 

the cylinder 

central point 

Cylinder 

side ratio 

A/D 

Domain 

L×B×H 

Mesh 

nx×ny×nz 

L1 L2

Mesh numbers 

upstream the 

cylinder front 

surface 

Minimum 

grid space 

in x-y 

plane 

A/D = 1 22D×16D×3D 130×61×40 7D 15D 41 0.01D 

A/D = 2 22D×16D×3D 130×61×40 7D 15D 32 0.01D 

 
Table 4-2. Parameters of the calculation domains and meshes for flow around rectangular 

cylinders with different section side ratio 

 

4.3 Numerical results for flow around an isolated square cylinder 

4.3.1 Observation of vortex structures 

Flow around an isolated square cylinder behaves in a very similar way to the flow around 

an isolated circular cylinder. One of the main features of these flow configurations is the 

periodic vortex shedding. Figure 4-3 shows the simulation result of flow patterns around the 

square cylinder in the x-y plane at z = 1.5D for Reynolds number of Re = 100. The vortices with 

 t = 1/4 T (a) (b) t = 2/4 T 

(c) t = 3/4 T (d) t =  T 

Figure 4-3 Flow pattern around an isolated square cylinder, Re = 100 
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opposite signs shed alternately from the upper and lower sides of the square cylinder are clearly 

observed in the figure. The flow exhibits typical vortex shedding phenomenon. The flow 

separation is observed at the trailing edges. The separation at the leading edges is indiscernible 

due to the immediate reattachment on the side surfaces of the cylinder. 

 

A main difference on flow patterns between the flows around a square cylinder and a 

circular cylinder is that the separation points for flow around a square cylinder are fixed at the 

corners (leading and trailing edges) of the cylinder. Figure 4-4 gives instantaneous streamlines 

of flows at different Reynolds numbers at the same instant (t = T). At low Reynolds number 

such as Re = 100, as shown on Figure 4-3, the flow separates at the trailing edges rather than the 

leading edges. The Vortex Street is laminar. With an increase of Reynolds number to Re = 250, 

as indicated on Figure 4-4(a), the flow separation at the leading edges has developed and the 

(a) Re = 250 (b) Re = 300 

(c) Re = 500 (d) Re = 800 

Figure 4-4 Streamlines in the vicinity of the cylinder for flows around a square cylinder 

at different Reynolds numbers 
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steady reattachment becomes impossible. Consequently the flow transits from laminar to 

turbulent. With a further increase in Reynolds number at Re = 300, flow separates at the leading 

edges. A small vortex is formed on the side of the cylinder then rolls down behind the cylinder. 

At Re = 800 two vortexes are observed at side of the cylinder. In addition, the figure reveals that 

the size and length of the recirculation zone vary with Reynolds number. 

 

(a) Re = 250 (b) Re = 800 

Figure 4-5 Time-averaged streamlines for flow around a square cylinder 

 

Time averaged streamlines for flows around a square cylinder at Reynolds number Re = 

250 and Re = 800 are shown in Figure 4-5. The flow patterns are symmetric in the three-

dimensional simulation. The flow patterns agree well with the numerical findings by Sohankar 

(1999) at the same Reynolds number range. Instantaneous streamlines at the Reynolds numbers 

of Re = 800 are given in Figure 4-6(b). The vortex formation length Lv and the wake width dw 

are plotted in Figure 4-6(a). It is evident in the figure that when Re < 500 the recirculation zone 

Figure 4-6 Variation of vortex formation and wake width for flow around a square cylinder 
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increases in size and decreases in length with the increase of Reynolds number. However while 

Re ≥ 500, both the values of the vortex formation length Lv and the wake width dw tend to be 

constant at Lv/D = 1.0 and dw/D = 1.7. These values agree well with the experimental results of 

Lv/D = 1.0 and dw/D = 1.7 by Igarashi (1985). 

 

Figure 4-7 shows flow patterns in the spanwise direction for different Reynolds numbers. 

As mentioned above, for a low Reynolds number of Re = 100, the vortex street is laminar. The 

shedding is essentially two-dimensional. Therefore it does not vary in the spanwise direction as 

demonstrated on Figure 4-7(a). While when Re ≥ 300, the flow transits to turbulence, the two-

dimensional feature of the vortex shedding becomes distinctly three-dimensional as evidenced 

in the Figure 4-7. The vortexes are shed in cells rather than uniformly along the spanwise 

direction. 

(b) Re = 300 

(c) Re = 500 (d) Re = 800 

(a) Re = 100 

Figure 4-7 Spanwise flow patterns for flow around a square cylinder at 

different Reynolds numbers 
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Instantaneous streamline and vorticity of the flow on the central symmetrical plane (x-z 

plane) at Re = 250 are given in Figure 4-8. At this Reynolds number the flow is almost in the 

transition range. The streamlines of Figure 4-8(a) indicate the development of three-dimensional 

behavior. Nonetheless the vorticity contours (Figure 4-8(b)) clearly reveal the three-dimensional 

flow feature in spanwise direction. 

(a) Streamlines (b) Vorticity contours 

Figure 4-8 Spanwise flow patterns for flow around an isolated cylinder, Re = 250 

 

4.3.2 Pressure distribution 

Figure 4-9 shows a sequence of pressure distributions over the cylinder surface in one 

period of vortex shedding for Re = 800. The pressure difference on the two side-surfaces of the 

cylinder (transverse direction) will result in the lift force whilst the difference between the 

pressures on the front and rear surfaces will produce the drag force. The figure indicates that 

pressures change periodically in both in-line (inlet flow direction) and transverse directions. The 

pressure distributions on the side surfaces undergo one periodic change in a vortex-shedding 

period. However the pressure distributions on the front and rear surfaces experience two 

variations in one vortex shedding period. These imply that the lift force oscillates at the vortex 

shedding frequency while the drag force oscillates at a frequency that is twice the vortex 

shedding frequency. 

 

Figure 4-10 presents the fluctuating pressure coefficients at the central points of the 

cylinder side and rear surfaces for Re = 800. The pressure coefficient on cylinder surface Cp is 

defined as: 
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where p is the pressure on the cylinder surface, p∞ is the pressure at infinity upstream of the 

t = 1/8 T t = 5/8 T 

t = 2/8 T t = 6/8 T 

t = 3/8 T t = 7/8 T 

t = 4/8 T t = T 

Figure 4-9 Time development of pressure distribution on a square cylinder surfaces, Re = 800 
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cylinder, and U0 is the inlet flow velocity. It is seen in the figure that the pressure distributions 

on two sides have same frequencies and amplitudes but with opposite phase. Therefore the 

mean force contributed by the pressure differences in the transverse direction will be zero. 

 

Side 1 

Side 2 

Rea
U 

r 

Figure 4-10 Fluctuating surface pressure distributions of flow around a square cylinder, 

Re = 800 

 

The mean pressure distributions along the surfaces of the square cylinder for different 

Reynolds numbers at z = 1.5D are shown in Figure 4-11. The pressure coefficients are 

normalised with the pressure at the centre point of the front surface of the cylinder. 

Experimental result conducted by Igarashi (1985) at Re = 5000 is also plotted for comparison. It 
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Figure 4-11 Mean pressure distributions along the surfaces of a square cylinder 
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is noted from the figure that the mean pressure distribution is symmetric for all values of the 

Reynolds number investigated in this study. The main characteristic of the mean pressure 

distributions is that the pressure at the rear side is always negative whereas at the front side 

surface it is mostly positive due to the direction of inlet flow. Therefore a non-zero mean force 

in in-line direction (the drag force) exists on the cylinder. However in transverse direction the 

mean force will be zero due to the symmetric of mean pressure on the two side surfaces. 

 

The mean pressure coefficients at the front face of the cylinder are insensitive to the 

Reynolds number. At rear surface they are almost uniform due to the vortex shedding 

behaviour.  However on the side faces of the cylinder, pressure coefficient increases in the 

direction from the leading edge to the trailing edge at the lower Reynolds number but becomes 

almost uniform at higher Reynolds number, e.g. Re ≥ 800. This is because at the lower 

Reynolds number such as Re = 100, the flow separates at the leading edges immediately 

reattaches on the side surface, consequently the pressure coefficient ascents from leading edge 

to the trailing edge. With the increase of Reynolds number, the pressure coefficient increases at 

the leading edge and drops down at the trailing edge. At higher Reynolds number such as Re = 

800 the flow is completely turbulent and the separation is at the leading edge. The pressure 

distribution at Re = 800 agrees well with the experimentally result obtained at the Reynolds 

number of Re = 5000. This result suggests that the effect of Reynolds number on the mean 

pressure distribution at the higher Reynolds number range such as Re ≥ 800 is very weak. The 

experimental result conducted by Igarashi (1984) for Reynolds numbers in the range of 3.85 × 

103 to 7.7 × 104 also provided the same conclusion.  

 

The pressure coefficients at the centre point of the side faces and the rear face of the 

cylinder are Cp.side = - 1.5 and Cp.rear = - 1.4 respectively at Re = 800. These values agree well 

with the experimental results of Cp.side = - 1.5 and Cp.rear = -1.35 ~ -1.4 given by Igarashi (1984), 

which are also consistent with the experimental findings reported by Otsuki (1978) and Mizota 

(1981).  
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4.3.3 Force coefficient and vortex shedding frequency  

As mentioned above, vortex-shedding phenomenon is a main feature for flow around an 

isolated square cylinder. Consequently the pressure distributions on the cylinder surfaces 

undergo a periodic change. This results in a periodic variation in force components on the 

cylinder. 

 

Figure 4-12 shows drag and lift force coefficients on the cylinder at different Reynolds 

numbers. The time behaviour of the lift force coefficients illustrates that lift force fluctuates at a 

regular frequency, which results in a single sharp spectral peak at the predominant frequency as 

shown in Figure 4-13. It indicates the onset of strong vortex shedding in the wake. At Re = 100 

(a) Re = 100 

(c) Re = 500 

(b) Re = 300 

(d) Re = 800 

Figure 4-12 Drag and Lift coefficients for flow around a square cylinder at different 

Reynolds numbers 
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the flow is laminar and both drag and lift forces oscillate regularly at constant amplitudes. With 

the increase of Reynolds number beyond Re = 300, the amplitudes of lift force oscillations are 

no longer constant but vary with time. This is mainly due to the fact that the separation points 

shift from the trailing edges to the leading edges at large value of Reynolds number. However, 

the vortex shedding frequency remains unchanged as evidenced by the power spectra of lift 

force coefficients in Figure 4-13. 

 

fv D / U0

fv D / U0fv D / U0

fv D / U0

(a) Re = 100 (b) Re = 300 

(c) Re = 500 (d) Re = 800 

Figure 4-13 Power spectra of lift force coefficient for flow around a square cylinder 

 

The effect of the Reynolds number on the mean drag force coefficient is illustrated in 

Figure 4-14. Experimental result of mean drag force coefficient by Okajima (1995) is also 

shown in the figure for the purpose of comparison. It is seen in Figure 4-14 that the current 

numerical result in mean drag force agrees well with the experimental result. The Figure 4-14(a) 

illustrates that for Re ≤ 200 the mean drag coefficient decreases monotonously with the increase 

of Reynolds number. While beyond the Reynolds number of 200, the mean drag coefficient 
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increases with the Reynolds numbers. In addition, as mentioned above for flow around a square 

cylinder, for which the separation points are fixed at the leading edges, the amplitudes of lift 

force oscillations are not constant values but exhibit pulsations due to the effect of vorticity at 

the side face of the cylinder. The magnitude of the oscillations can be characterised by their 

statistical properties such as the root-mean-square (RMS) value of the oscillations. Figure 4-

12(b) gives the RMS of the oscillation of lift force coefficient 
2/12 )( 'Cl , where Cl′ is the 

oscillating lift force coefficient lll CC'C −= . It is evident that the RMS value of Cl′ varies in 

the similar manner as the Cd. 

 

The numerical result of Strouhal number versus Reynolds number is given in Figure 4-15. 

The Strouhal numbers are determined from the fluctuating lift force coefficient. Experimental 

results of Strouhal numbers by Okajima (1982) and Norberg (1993) are also included in the 

figure for comparison. The current numerical result agrees well with the experimental results. 

The figure reveals that the Strouhal number behaves declining tendency with the increase of 

Reynolds number when Re ≥ 100. However after Re ≥ 300 the Strouhal number is almost a 

constant of St = 0.14 for all Reynolds numbers. This is consistent to the flow pattern 

observation that the wake width increases with the Reynolds number as mentioned above 

(Figure 4-6). It confirms the experimental discovery by Roshko (1954) that the shedding 

frequency is related inversely to the width of the wake. 

Figure 4-14 Mean drag coefficients and RMS lift coefficients vs Reynolds numbers, 

square cylinder 
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Figure 4-15 Strouhal numbers for flow around a square cylinder 

 

4.4 Numerical results for flow around a rectangular cylinder 

In this section, numerical results of flow around a rectangular cylinder with the width-to-

height ratio of A/D = 2 (D is the width of the cylinder section in y-axis direction) are presented. 

In this study all Reynolds numbers and Strouhal numbers are normalised based on the side 

width of the cylinder (D).  

 

4.4.1 Observation of vortex structures 

Figure 4-16 gives the present numerical results of flow patterns around a rectangular 

cylinder of A/D = 2 at two instants within one vortex shedding period at Re = 250. It is evident 

from the Figure 4-16(a) that at Re = 250 the flow separates at the leading corners of the 

(a) t = ½ T (b) t = T 

Figure 4-16 Flow patterns around A/D = 2 rectangular cylinder, Re = 250 
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cylinder, reattaches to the surfaces and separates again at the rear corners. A vortex street is also 

formed at the rear of the cylinder in a similar fashion to flow around a circular cylinder. 

 

Figure 4-17 presents instantaneous flow patterns around a rectangular cylinder of A/D = 2 

in z = 1.5D plane at different Reynolds numbers. Figure 4-18 shows the time averaged 

streamlines for flows described in Figure 4-17. It is seen from the figures that the variation of 

the flow pattern depends mainly on Reynolds number. At a very low Reynolds number such as 

Re = 100, the flow is laminar and there is a steady reattachment just behind the leading edges, 

so the flow finally separates at the trailing edges as shown on Figure 4-17(a). At the moderate 

Reynolds number of Re = 250 as shown on Figure 4-16 & Figure 4-17(b), the flow separation at 

the leading edges is developed and the separated flows do not detach themselves fully from the 

cylinder but reattach on either the upper or the lower surface during a period of vortex shedding. 

Thus the steady reattachment as shown in Figure 4-17(a) for Re = 100 is not observed. Further 

increase of Reynolds number to Re = 500 results in a wider wake in comparison with the wakes 

(a) Re = 100 (b) Re = 250 

(c) Re = 500 (d) Re = 800 

Figure 4-17 Instantaneous flow patterns around A/D = 2 rectangular cylinder  
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at lower Reynolds numbers. Therefore the Reynolds number range of approximate Re = 500 is 

classified as the range of the critical region for the rectangular cylinder with A/D = 2, which is 

discovered by experiments (Okajima, 1982) as well. Comparing to the critical value of 

Reynolds number at Re = 250 for flow around a square cylinder, it is inferable that the bigger of 

width-to-height ratio (A/D) is, the higher the critical value will be. This is because that the 

increase of the cylinder length in the inlet flow direction tends to prevent the separation flows 

from expanding and to keep themselves attached to the side surfaces. Beyond the critical range 

of Reynolds number, at Re = 800 as shown on Figure 4-17(d), the separation flows detach from 

the leading edges but reattach in the middle of cylinder side surfaces. Accordingly two vortices 

are formed on both sides of the cylinder. 

(a) Re = 100 (b) Re = 250 

(c) (d) Re = 800  Re = 500 

Figure 4-18 Time average streamlines around A/D=2 rectangular cylinder 

 

The time variation of the flow patterns at the critical range of Re = 400 is given in Figure 

4-19. The figure comprises of flow patterns within one vortex-shedding period. Since this 

Reynolds number is still in the critical range, the flow patterns within the periods of vortex 

shedding do not always repeat themselves. An example of this is shown in Fig. 4-19 (a) & (d) 
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where flow patterns on the upper surface of the cylinder display a subtle difference. The flow 

pattern differences observed in each shedding period (such as those shown in Figure 4-19) are 

the culprits for irregular vortex shedding frequency observed in the critical Reynolds number 

range.  

(a) t = 0 (b) t = 1/4 T 

(c) t =  3/4T (d) t = T 

Figure 4-19 Time variation of flow patterns at Re = 400, A/D = 2  

 

Wake width and vortex formation region are illustrated in Figure 4-20 where Figure 4-

20(a) gives the vortex formation length Lv and the wake width dw versus Reynolds number and 

Figure 4-20(b) presents instantaneous streamlines at the Reynolds number of Re = 10000. The 

figure shows that both the wake width (dw) and vortex formation length (Lv) tend to be at 

constant values of dw/D = 2.3 and Lv/D = 2.1 when Re > 500. The values are consistent with the 

experimental results of dw/D = 2.3 and Lv/D = 2.0 by Igarashi (1985) obtained in the Reynolds 

number range of 2.56 × 104 ≤ Re ≤ 5.77 × 104. 
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Flow patterns in spanwise direction at various Reynolds numbers are shown in Figure 4-

21. It is evident that for a low Reynolds number of Re = 100 as demonstrated in Figure 4-21(a), 

the vortex street is laminar and the vortex shedding is essentially two-dimensional. Therefore it 

does not vary in the spanwise direction. While for Re = 400 as shown in Figure 4-211(b), the 

wake is turbulent and the vortex shedding is three-dimensional. Thus the vortices are shed in 

cell along the spanwise direction of the cylinder. 

 

 

Figure 4-20 Wake width and vortex formation region for flow around a rectangular 

cylinder, A/D = 2 

Figure 4-21 Spanwise flow patterns at different Reynolds numbers, A/D = 2 
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Figure 4-22 shows instantaneous streamlines and vorticity contours in the spanwise 

direction behind the cylinder at Re = 250. The three–dimensional vortices are not strong enough 

to be recognised by streamlines as in Figure 4-22(a).  Nonetheless, the three-dimensional flow 

aspect is exhibited clearly by vorticity contours on the symmetrical vertical plane shown in 

Figure 4-22(b). 

(a) Streamline (b) Vorticity 

Figure 4-22 Streamline & Vorticity of flow around cylinder at Re = 250, A/D = 2 

 

4.4.2 Pressure distribution 

Figure 4-23 shows the mean pressure distributions along the surfaces of the rectangular 

cylinder at various Reynolds numbers. The pressure coefficients are normalised using the 

pressure at the centre point of the front surface of the cylinder. Experimental results by Igarashi 

(1985) are also shown for the purpose of comparison. It is observed from the figure that for Re 

≥ 500 the pressure distributions are relatively independent to Reynolds number. The mean 

pressure distributions are symmetric to the x-z plane along the cylinder axis for all Reynolds 

numbers. It can therefore be deduced that the lift force would have a zero mean due to the 

symmetry of mean pressure distributions on the two side surfaces of the cylinder. Also the mean 

pressure at the rear side is always negative whereas at the front side surface it is mostly positive. 

Consequently a non-zero mean in-line force will be expected.  The mean pressure coefficient on 

the rear surface of the cylinder is almost uniform as the result of regular vortex shedding 

behaviour. 
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Figure 4-23 Mean pressure distribution on cylinder surfaces, A/D = 2 

 

The comparison of averaged pressure coefficients on the rear surface of cylinders with 

width-to-height ratios of A/D = 1 and 2 are shown in Figure 4-24 at a range of Reynolds 

numbers. It is seen that the mean pressure at the rear surface of a square cylinder (A/D = 1) is 

lower than that of a rectangular cylinder (A/D = 2). Similar results were also observed in the 

experiments by Igarashi (1985). 
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Figure 4-24 Comparison of averaged pressure coefficient on the rear surface 

 

4.4.3 Force coefficients and vortex shedding frequency 

Drag and Lift force coefficients on the rectangular cylinder of A/D = 2 at different 

Reynolds numbers are shown in Figure 4-25. Figure 4-26 gives the power spectra of the lift 

force coefficient for the identical Reynolds numbers. At the lower Reynolds number of Re = 
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100, similar to the flow around a square cylinder, the flow is laminar and both drag and lift 

coefficients oscillate regularly. There exists one single sharp peak in the power spectrum as 

shown in Figure 4-26(a). However, with the increase of Reynolds number, the characteristic 

pulsation in the lift force components normally observed for flow around a square cylinder at 

moderate Reynolds numbers (Re ≥ 300) does not appear for the rectangular cylinder of A/D = 2. 

The amplitudes of the lift coefficient are nearly constant. 

(a) Re = 100 (b) Re = 400 

(c) Re = 500 (d) Re = 800 

Figure 4-25 Forces on the rectangular cylinder at different Reynolds numbers, A/D = 2 

 

It is interesting to observe in Figure 4-26 that the power spectra for flow around a 

rectangular cylinder (A/D = 2) at Re = 400 and 500 display two peaks. This suggests that the 

vortices are shed at two dominant frequencies. The strength of the lower frequency shedding is 

much stronger than that of the higher frequency vortex shedding. The examination of the flow 

patterns reveals that the higher frequency is caused by the flow reattachment to the cylinder 
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surface while the lower frequency is due to the regular vortex shedding at the rear of the 

cylinder. This phenomenon disappears when the Reynolds number further increases outside the 

critical range.  

f

 

The predicted Strouhal numbers for flow around the rectangular cylinder with A/D = 2 at 

different Reynolds numbers are shown in Figure 4-27. Experimental results by Okajima (1982) 

and Norberg (1993) are also included in the same figure for the purpose of comparison. The 

discontinuity of the Strouhal number curve reflects clearly the two predominant frequencies 

phenomenon at Reynolds numbers in the range of 400 to 500. This discontinuity does not 

appear in flow around a square cylinder. It is also observed from the figure that at Reynolds 

numbers below this range, the Strouhal number increases with Reynolds number. Whilst for 

Reynolds numbers exceed the range e.g. Re > 500, the lower frequency component of vortex 

Figure 4-26 Power spectra of lift force coefficient, rectangular cylinder with A/D = 2 
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shedding becomes dominant and the Strouhal numbers remain nearly constant with the increase 

of Reynolds number. The result agrees well with the experimental findings. 
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Figure 4-27 Strouhal numbers for flow around a rectangular cylinder with A/D = 2 

 

4.5 Summary 

In this chapter, a three-dimensional numerical simulation of flow around cylinders with a 

square section and a rectangular section is presented. Flow characteristics are investigated at 

Reynolds numbers in the range from 250 to 1000. The numerical model uses a finite different 

method with a modified second-order upwind scheme to solve the three-dimensional Navier-

Stokes equations in a body-fitted coordinate system. The results of the flow characteristics 

including flow features, pressure distributions, drag and lift coefficients and Strouhal numbers 

are compared with data from other independent sources. Satisfactory agreements are found. The 

major results achieved in this chapter are summarised as follows: 

1. Flow around an isolated rectangular cylinder behaves in a very similar way to the flow 

around an isolated circular cylinder. The main feature of the flow configuration is the 

periodic vortex shedding. 

2. The main difference on flow patterns between the flows around a rectangular cylinder 

and a circular cylinder is that the separation points for flow around a rectangular 

cylinder are fixed at the corners (leading and/or trailing edges) of the cylinder. Flows 
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separating at the leading edges may reattach to the cylinder side surfaces and separate 

again at the trailing edges. 

3. A characteristic pulsation in the force components of flow around a square cylinder at 

moderate Reynolds number is observed in the simulation, while the vortex shedding 

frequency remains unchanged. However this force pulsation is not observed for flow 

around a rectangular cylinder with A/D = 2. 

4. The critical range of Reynolds number for flow around a square cylinder is around Re = 

250, whereas its value is about Re = 500 for a rectangular cylinder with A/D = 2. It is 

inferable that the bigger of width-to-height ratio (A/D) is, the higher the critical value 

will be. 

5. The mean pressure at the rear surface of a square cylinder (A/D = 1) is lower than that 

of a rectangular cylinder (A/D = 2). 

6. The wake vortices for flow around a rectangular cylinder with A/D = 2 are shed at two 

dominant frequencies at the critical Reynolds number range. The lower frequency is due 

to the regular vortex shedding at the rear of the cylinder while the higher frequency is 

caused by the flow reattachment to the cylinder surfaces. The vortex strength of the 

lower frequency shedding is much stronger than that of the higher frequency vortex 

shedding. This phenomenon disappears when the Reynolds number is outside the 

critical range 

7. The Strouhal number is strongly dependent on the A/D ratio for rectangular cylinders. 

The feature of the discontinuity in Strouhal number for A/D = 2 rectangular cylinder at 

Reynolds numbers of Re = 400 to 500 as reported by experimental studies is 

successfully simulated. This discontinuity in the Strouhal number is not observed in the 

flow around a square cylinder. 
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Chapter 5 

 

FLOW AROUND A VERTICAL SQUARE 

CYLINDER MOUNTED ON A RIGID BED 

 

5.1 Introduction 

As mentioned in previous chapters, the process of scour around bluff bodies in currents 

strongly depends on the geometric shape of the structures. The effect of structural cross sections 

is so significant on scour depth that it is impossible to give universal rules for the expected 

scour depth for various shapes. The effect of different structure shapes on scour depth has been 

investigated experimentally and the results of scour around the cylindrical structures exposed to 

steady currents were reviewed by Breusers, Nicollet & Shen (1977). Among them Hjorth (1975) 

measured the bed shear stress distribution around three different pile profiles. The results clearly 

revealed that the bed shear stress distributions, which are the main feature for scour process, are 

very different for various structural shapes. Sumer, Christiansen & Fredsoe (1993) 

experimentally investigated the scour process around a circular cylinder and a square cylinder in 

waves. The study confirmed the importance of even a moderate change in the cross-sectional 

shape on the process of scour. The influence of cross-session in combined waves and currents 

was experimentally examined by Rance (1980). The results also revealed that the scour around a 

square pile is rather more severe compared to other cross-sectional shapes. 
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On numerical simulation side, however very few studies have been carried out for flow 

around a cylinder with a cross-section other than circular mounted on a bed. O’Riordan & Clare 

(1990) gave the velocity amplification only for flow around a square gravity base structure 

using a computer program. The maximum values of the velocities were found to be at the 

leading edges of the cylinder while the cylinder flat face points into the flow. The velocity was 

amplified by 2.5 to the mean location (x/D = 3 station upstream of the cylinder). 

 

In order to clearly understand the flow around a square cylinder mount on a bed, the 

model developed in Chapter 2 is employed in this chapter to simulate numerically the flow 

around a square cylinder vertically mounted on a bed at Reynolds numbers of Re = 250 and Re 

= 500. The vortex system, pressure distribution and bed shear stress around the bottom mounted 

square cylinder are compared with those around a corresponding circular cylinder. 

 

5.2 Numerical parameters  

5.2.1 Flow description and boundary conditions  

The flow around a vertical square cylinder mounted on a bed is described in a Cartesian 

coordinate system (x, y, z). The x-axis is aligned with the inlet flow direction, the z-axis is 

parallel with the cylinder axis and the y-axis is perpendicular to both directions. The square 

Figure 5-1 Layout of calculation domain and boundary conditions for 

flow around a square cylinder mounted on a bed 
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cylinder with side width of D is placed with 0o orientation to a constant free stream with inlet 

velocity U0. A cubical box is selected as the calculation domain. The typical flow domain 

configuration is given in Figure 5-1. 

 

The boundary conditions for the computational domain shown in Figure 5-1 are defined 

in Table 5-1. 

 Boundary condition Velocity components Pressure 

Inlet & Outlet Inflow & Outflow u=U0, v=0, w=0 ∂p/∂x=0 

Top Symmetric ∂u/∂z=0, ∂v/∂z=0, w=0 ∂p/∂z=0 

Bottom Wall u=0, v=0, w=0 ∂p/∂z=1/(Re×∇2w) 

Front & Rear sides Symmetric ∂u/∂y=0, v=0, ∂w/∂y=0 ∂p/∂y=0 

Cylinder surface Wall u=0, v=0, w=0 
∂p/∂x=1/(Re×∇2u) 

∂p/∂y=1/(Re×∇2v) 

Table 5-1. Boundary conditions for flow around a square cylinder mounted on a bed 

 

5.2.2 Calculation parameters 

In x-y plane the H-style mesh as described in Chapter 4 is employed in this simulation. A 

gradually varied mesh is generated along the spanwise direction with the first grid spacing of 

0.001D from the bottom bed. Detail calculation parameters are listed in Table 5-2. Time step of 

0.01 was used for both cases. 

 

Location of 

the cylinder 

Domain 

L×B×H 

L1 L2

Mesh 

nx×ny×nz 

Number 

of grid in 

front of 

cylinder 

Minimum 

space of 

first grid 

in x-z 

plane 

Minimum 

radial 

space in  

x-y plane 

22D×16D×6D 7D 15D 130×61×40 41 0.001D 0.01D 

Table 5-2. Parameters of calculation domains and meshes for flow around a square 

cylinder mounted on a bed 
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5.3 Numerical simulation results 

5.3.1 Flow pattern 

As discussed in Chapter 4 that flow around an isolated square cylinder behaves similarly 

to the flow around an isolate circular cylinder. This is also true for bottom-mounted cylinders. 

The vortex systems including horseshoes vortex and lee wake vortex are still the major flow 

features around a square cylinder mounted vertically on a bed. 

 

Figure 5-2 shows the present numerical result of instantaneous streamlines for flow 

around a square cylinder mounted vertically on a bed at Re = 500. The typical flow feature that 

was discussed in circular cylinder case, named horseshoe vortex formed in front of the cylinder, 

is observed. The velocity vectors on the front and side cylinder surfaces indicate that the 

horseshoe vortex wraps around the cylinder and trails off downstream. 

 

Vortices down stream of the cylinder on the symmetrical plane can also be seen in Figure 

5-2. The examination of the flow pattern variation with time confirms that vortex shedding 

occurs along the length of the cylinder as discussed in the previous chapters for a circular 

cylinder.  

Figure 5-2 Streamlines for flow around a square cylinder mounted on a bed 
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Figure 5-3 shows instantaneous streamlines around the cylinder in a horizontal plane at z 

= 4.5D above the bed and a horizontal plane immediate close to the bed (z = 0.001D) 

respectively at Re = 500. The flow patterns observed in the horizontal plane 4.5D above the bed 

(Figure 5-3 (a)) are similar to those observed in the flow around an isolated square cylinder (see 

Chapter 4). This indicates that the effect of rigid bed boundary on the flow patterns 4.5D above 

the bed is relatively weak. In the near bed plane as shown in Figure 5-3(b), due to the existence 

of the boundary layer of incoming flow, the flow separation along the dashed line S shown on 

the figure can be observed. The horseshoe vortex is formed in front of the cylinder. 

 

The streamlines on Figure 5-3(b) also illustrate that, the flow separates at the leading 

edges of the cylinder and reattaches to the cylinder side surface. Streamlines on a square 

cylinder surface and a circular cylinder surface are plotted on Figure 5-4. Obvious difference is 

observed. In Figure 5-4(b) of flow around a circular cylinder, the flow along the cylinder 

surface separates at downstream part. While for flow around a square cylinder on Figure 5-4(a), 

the flow on cylinder surface travels in the reversed direction. This indicates that unlike the flow 

around a circular cylinder where the horseshoe vortex forms in front of the cylinder wraps 

around the cylinder surface and trails off downstream, the horseshoe vortex formed in front of a 

square cylinder rolls over downstream apart from the cylinder side surface due to the flow 

separated at the leading edges of the cylinder. 

Figure 5-3 Instantaneous streamlines at planes of different height, Re = 500 
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(a) Square cylinder, D = 1 (b) Circular cylinder, 

Figure 5-4 Streamlines on cylinder surface 

 

Figure 5-5 shows the mean streamlines at the near bed plane for different Reynolds 

numbers. It is observed that the downstream vortex structure for Re = 500 has relatively larger 

in width but smaller in length compared to that for Re = 250. In front of the cylinder, the 

distance from the separation point to the cylinder surface for Re = 500 is larger than that for Re 

= 250. These indicate that the size of horseshoe vortex for Re = 500 is larger than that for Re = 

250. 

(a) Re = 250 (b) Re = 500 

Figure 5-5 Mean streamlines at the near bed plane 
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The RMS (Root-Mean-Square) values of flow velocity at different Reynolds numbers on 

the near bed plane are shown in Figure 5-6. The figure demonstrates that the maximum RMS 

values appear at the areas near to the leading edges of the cylinder for both Reynolds numbers, 

therefore the maximum bed shear stress is also expected to be observed there. In addition the 

area of higher velocity for Re = 500 is bigger than that for Re = 250. However the maximum 

RMS value was found similar for the different Reynolds numbers, ( 1.022 =+ vu ). This 

value is about 2.5 times of the RMS velocity of the incoming flow (here is the RMS velocity of 

04.022 =+ vu  at x/D = 3 station upstream of the cylinder). This result is in accord with the 

finding of O’Riordan (1990). 

(a) Re = 250 (b) Re = 500 

Figure 5-6 Velocity RMS value at the near bed plane 

 

5.3.2 Horseshoe vortex 

Figure 5-7 shows instantaneous streamlines of flow in front of the cylinder at different 

Reynolds numbers on the symmetrical plane (x-z plane, y = 8D). In Figure 5-7 (a) & (c) of Re = 

250, the boundary layer separation on the bed is observed, however the horseshoe vortex is 

relatively weak and the size of the vortex is very small. For Re = 500 in the Figure 5-7 (b) & 

(d), the horseshoe vortex system is formed in front of the cylinder. This explains the observation 

in Figure 5-5 that the separation point in front of the cylinder at Re = 500 is larger than that at 

Re = 250.  
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The simulation results in Figure 5-7 also confirm that the horseshoe vortices in front of 

the square cylinder are shed. This characteristic is also observed at flow around a circular 

cylinder as discussed in Chapter 3. 

 

  

(a) Re = 250, t = 0 (b) Re = 500, t = 0 

  

(c) Re = 250, t = ½ T (d) Re = 500, t = ½ T 

Figure 5-7 Streamline in front of a square cylinder on symmetric plane 

 

In addition, as discussed in Chapter 3 that for flow around a circular cylinder at Re = 500 

(Figure 3-10a), no horseshoe vortex can be observed from the streamlines. However for flow 

around a square cylinder at the same Reynolds number (Re = 500 of Figure 5-7), the streamlines 

clearly show a full size horseshoe vortex in front of the cylinder. This suggests that, at the same 

Reynolds number, flow around a square cylinder will have relatively larger horseshoe vortex 

comparing to the flow around a circular cylinder. It demonstrates that geometry of the cylinder 

is an influencing factor in the development and formation of the horseshoe vortex. This result 

agrees with the experiment results by Sumer, Christiansen & Fredsoe (1997) that the more 

streamlined the cross sectional shape of the cylinder is, the smaller the horseshoe vortex will be. 

 

5.3.3 Wake vortex 

Lee wake vortex for flow around an isolated square cylinder has been discussed in 

Chapter 4. Figure 5-8 shows the present numerical results of flow around a square cylinder 
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mounted on a bed at Re = 500. Flows on two different height planes at the same instant are 

shown together for comparison. It can be seen that at z = 4.5D plane the flow displays the 

typical vortex shedding characteristics as discussed in Chapter 4. The flow separates at the 

leading edge and a small vortex is formed on the side of the cylinder. However at the near bed 

plane, due to the effect of horseshoe vortex, the flow reattaches to the side surface of the 

cylinder. The width of the shedding vortex is smaller than that observed in the z = 4.5D plane. 
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Figure 5-8 Flow around a square cylinder at planes of different height, Re=500 

 

 

Figure 5-9 Flow behind a square cylinder mounted vertically on a wall, Re = 500 

 

The dissimilarity of vortices on different planes induces vertical vortices in the wake. 

Flow patterns downstream of the cylinder on the symmetrical plane are shown in Figure 5-9. 

There exists an upward flow at the downstream face of the cylinder. The upward flow could 
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pick up the sediment vertically. The wake vortices and the upward flow behind the cylinder will 

cause downstream scouring. 

 

5.3.4 Pressure distribution 

Figure 5-10 gives the pressure distributions upstream of the cylinder in the symmetrical 

vertical plane (y = 8D) at Re = 500 for a square cylinder and a circular cylinder respectively. It 

can be seen from the figure that the cylinder geometry significantly influences the adverse 

pressure gradient in front of the cylinders. At the same Reynolds number, the square cross 

section generates a large adverse pressure gradient compared to a circular cross section. This 

confirms the influence of cylinder geometry on horseshoe vortex discussed above. Since the 

horseshoe vortex is caused by the flow rotation due to the pressure gradient, the horseshoe 

vortex in front of a square cylinder will be relatively larger than that of a circular cylinder. 

  

(a) Square cylinder, D = 1 (b) Circular cylinder, D = 1 

Figure 5-10 Pressure distributions upstream the cylinder 

 

5.3.5 Bed shear stress 

The distributions of the mean bed shear stresses at different values of Reynolds number 

are presented in Figure 5-11. The shear stresses shown in Figure 5-11 are normalised by the 

mean shear stress (τm) at station of x/D = 3 upstream of the cylinder on the symmetric plane (y = 

8D).  
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(a) Re = 250 (b) Re = 500 

Figure 5-11 Distribution of main bed shear stresses 

 

It can be seen from the Figure 5-11 that the maximum values of shear stress occur at 

locations near the leading edges of the cylinder. This is consistent with the near bed velocity 

distributions shown in Figure 5-6 and previous experimental results (e.g. Hjorth, 1975). The 

magnitude of the maximum shear stress amplification is about 10.5 for the case of Re = 500. 

 

Figure 5-12 gives the simulation result of the mean bed shear stress amplification along 

the line of symmetry upstream the square cylinder at Re = 500. The maximum amplification of 

the bed shear stress along the symmetric plane is about 1.0 times of the mean shear stress τm 

(here is the shear stress at x/D = 3 station).  

 

The location of τ/τm = 0 reflects the location of separation point of the bed boundary layer 

flow. The position of the upstream separation point oscillates along the line of symmetry. 

Simulation result shows the mean location in non-dimensional distance is x/D = 1.12 for Re = 

500 (Figure 5-12). The value agrees with the experimental result of x/D = 1.2 by Sumer, 

Christiansen & Fredsoe (1997). Comparing to the values of x/D = 0.93 for Re = 2000 and x/D = 

1.08 for Re = 39000 for flow around a circular cylinder mounted on a bed, the separation 

distance for a square cylinder mounted on a bed is larger even with a lower Reynolds number. 

This confirms the experimental finding that the more streamlined the cross-sectional shape of 

the cylinder is, the smaller the horseshoe vortex will be (Sumer & Fredsoe, 2002). A cylinder 

with a streamlined cross section will induce a smaller adverse pressure gradient. A cylinder of a 
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square shape with face pointing to the inlet flow direction will generate a large adverse pressure 

gradient therefore form a larger horseshoe vortex. 

x/D = 1.12 
x 

Figure 5-12 Mean bed shear stress along upstream symmetry line 

 

5.4 Summary 

In this chapter, the three-dimensional numerical model developed in Chapter 3 is used to 

investigate the turbulent flow over a square cylinder mounted on a rigid bed. The simulation 

results of flows at Reynolds numbers of Re = 250 and Re = 500 respectively are presented. The 

simulation results including flow field vortex structure, pressure distribution and bed shear 

stress are discussed. The major results achieved in this chapter are summarised as follow: 

1. Flow around a square cylinder mounted on a bed behaves in a very similar way to the 

flow around a circular cylinder mounted on a bed. For flow structure around a square 

cylinder mounted vertically on a bed, the vortex systems including horseshoes vortex 

and wake vortex are still the major flow features. 

2. The major features of the vortex systems including horseshoe vortex system and wake-

vortex system which are the major mechanisms leading to the scouring of sediment 

from around the base of the vertical cylinder, are successfully simulated. 

3. The simulation results illustrate that the horseshoe vortices in front of a square cylinder 

are shed similar to those observed in flow around a circular cylinder. 
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4. Clearly the cylinder geometry is important in determining the strength of the horseshoe 

vortex. Flow around a square cylinder will have relatively larger horseshoe vortex 

comparing to the flow around a circular cylinder at the same Reynolds number. 

5. Unlike the flow around a circular cylinder, the horseshoe vortex formed in front of the 

square cylinder rolls over downstream apart from the cylinder side surfaces at the 

leading corners due to the flow separated at the leading edge of the cylinder. 

6. At the downstream of the cylinder, the sizes of lee-wake vortices close to the bed are 

smaller then those further away from the bed. The dissimilarity of vortices in the 

vertical direction causes vertical vortices in the wake. The lee-wake vortices and the 

upward flow at the downstream face of the cylinder will cause downstream scouring. 

7. The simulation results indicate that the maximum amplification of bed shear stress 

occurs at the areas near the leading edges of the cylinder. The magnitude of the 

maximum shear stress amplification reaches the value of 10.5 at Re = 500. 
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Chapter 6 

 

FLOW AROUND A SUBMERGED SQUARE 

CYLINDER MOUNTED ON A RIGID BED 

 

6.1 Introduction 

Flow around a slender cylinder mounted on a bed discussed in the previous chapters is 

relevant to flow around a structure such as bridge pier, pile and other offshore bluff bodies. In 

these cases the structures are usually long enough to reach the water surface. Therefore the 

modelled cylinder is considered to be infinitely high. However in real engineering applications, 

there are also many structures that are fully submerged in water such as caissons used as bridge 

pier foundations and platform foundations. These structures are often characterised by small 

height to diameter ratios and are different to slender long cylinders. This leads to significant 

differences in local scour and flow patterns around their bases. The understanding of flow and 

scour around submerged short structures is still very poor due to the lack of research efforts. 

The current design of submerged structures mainly relies on the existing knowledge and 

experience derived from scour around vertical surface piercing cylinders such as bridge piers 

and platform legs. It is concerned in the industry that the current design practice may be overly 

conservative.  

 

In the field of flow around submerged structures, Baker (1985) experimentally 

investigated the effect of the height of a circular cylinder on the separation distance of the 
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horseshoe vortex in a steady current. The results show that for a constant 
υ

δ0U
 and 

δ
D

, the 

separation distance for the horseshoe vortex increases with the increase of cylinder height h 

when h is small (e.g. h/D ≤ 0.5 for 
υ

δ0U
 = 9470 and 

δ
D

 =15.1), while for large h (h/D > 2) the 

separation distance is almost constant. Chabert and Engeldinger (1956) conducted experimental 

study on a circular pier founded on a circular caisson and concluded that a caisson with a 

diameter of three times the pier diameter, and half of the pier diameter height, would have the 

scour to only one-third of that of the pier alone. Shen & Schneider (1970) investigated a variant 

of the caisson system in which the caisson is surrounded by a vertical lip. The system was found 

to reduce scour depth by about 50%. 

 

On the numerical modeling side, Drago & Cherubini (1995) developed a numerical 

procedure using a finite volume method for predicting scour depth around various structural 

shapes in currents as well as currents and waves. The body-fitted (curvilinear) grid has been 

adopted for the definition of the computational meshes. The results were verified against the 

experimental data by comparing the maximum scour depth and the pattern of the scour hole. 

The error percentiles were found from 1.0% to 110%. Umeda et al. (2004) investigated the 

effect of cylinder height on the flow structure and the bed shear stress for steady flow around a 

vertical submerged circular cylinder. It was found that for short cylinders (h/D ≤ 3 when δ > 

3D) the horseshoe vortex formed in front of the cylinder increases in size and decreases in 

intensity with the increase of cylinder height. In addition, the bed shear stress is also influenced 

by the cylinder height. The maximum bed shear stress amplification can reach 10 - 15. There 

have been other studies related to this topic. Iwata, Jinno & Mizutani (1999) studied a 

submerged structure under wave action. Riley & Yan (1995), Yan & Riley (1996) and Yan, 

Amin & Riley (1998) considered the fluid flow induced by travelling surface waves past over a 

submerged circular cylinder.  
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From the above review it is clear that so far no experimental or sufficient numerical 

studies have been carried out on flow around a submerged square cylinder. There is very little 

knowledge about the flow around a submerged square cylinder. Engineering design and 

management of such structures require a better understanding of flow characteristics that cause 

scour around these structures. In this chapter, flow around a submerged square cylinder 

mounted on a bed is investigated numerically using the model developed in Chapter 2. Different 

values of Reynolds number, i.e. Re = 250, 500 and 5 × 106 are considered. Cylinder heights of h 

= 0.3D, 0.5D, 1D, 1.5D, 2D and 4D are examined.  

 

6.2 Numerical parameters  

6.2.1 Flow description and boundary conditions 

Similarly the flow is described in a Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z). A cubical box is 

selected as the calculation domain. The submerged square cylinder with side width of D is 

placed with 0o orientation to a constant free stream with inlet velocity U0. The typical flow 

domain configuration is given in Figure 6-1. The boundary conditions as shown in Figure 6-1 

and the values of velocity components and pressure on different boundaries are explained in 

Table 6-1. 

Figure 6-1 Layout of calculation domain and boundary conditions for flow around 

a submerged cylinder mounted on a bed 

L1

 

L2

B 
Symmetric 

Inlet 
U0 

Outlet 

H Symmetric Wall

U

Symmetric 

h

x 

y 
z 

U0 
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 Boundary condition Velocity components Pressure 

Inlet & Outlet Inflow & Outflow u=U0, v=0, w=0 ∂P/∂x=0 

Top Symmetric ∂u/∂z=0, ∂v/∂z=0, w=0 ∂P/∂z=0 

Bottom Wall u=0, v=0, w=0 ∂P/∂z=1/(Re×∇2w) 

Front & Rear sides Symmetric ∂u/∂y=0, v=0, ∂w/∂y=0 ∂P/∂y=0 

Cylinder surface Wall u=0, v=0, w=0 
∂P/∂x=1/(Re×∇2u) 

∂P/∂y=1/(Re×∇2v) 

Table 6-1. Boundary conditions for submerged cylinders 

 

6.2.2 Calculation parameters 

In x-y plane the H-style mesh as described in Chapter 5 is adopted in this simulation. 

Along the z direction of the whole calculation domain a gradual mesh in a geometric sequence is 

generated with the first grid spacing of 0.001D from the bottom bed. Detail calculation 

parameters are listed in Table 6-2. Calculation time step of 0.001 is used. For the case of Re = 

5× 106, Large Eddy Simulation (LES) turbulent model is used in the calculations. 

Location of 

the cylinder 

Domain 

L×B×H 

L1 L2

Mesh 

nx×ny×nz 

Number 

of grid in 

front of 

cylinder 

Minimum 

space of 

first grid 

in x-z 

plane 

Minimum 

radial 

space in  

x-y plane 

22D×16D×6D 7D 15D 130×61×40 41 0.001D 0.01D 

Table 6-2. Parameters of calculation domains and meshes for submerged cylinders 

 

6.3 Numerical simulation results 

6.3.1 Flow pattern 

In the case of flow around a submerged structure, besides the horseshoe and wake 

vortices, there is an additional vortex system with two components, which is called ‘roof 

vortices’. The roof vortices are formed by the flow separation at the front face of the structure. 

One component of the system passes over the top of the structure and the other component 
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flows around the structure and rejoins the flow at the downstream face. Though the roof vortices 

will not directly produce the bed sediment transport around the structure bottom, it is suggested 

that for a submerged structure with lower height due to the vortex system formed over the top of 

the structure, there will be less flow into the downflow and horseshoe vortex in front of the 

structure and consequently a reduced scour effect (Wagstaff, 1993).  

 

Figure 6-2 shows the current numerical result of instantaneous flow streamlines around a 

submerged square cylinder with cylinder height h = 0.3D mounted vertically on a bed at Re = 

5×106. LES model is used for the simulation. The horseshoe, wake, trailing and roof vortices are 

all simulated. The streamlines closed to the bed (z = 0.001D) and on the front surface of the 

cylinder are the evidences that the horseshoe vortex formed in front of the cylinder wraps 

around the cylinder front surface, then departs the cylinder surface at the edge of the front and 

side surfaces due to the main flow separation there, and trails off downstream. The same 

phenomenon was found at flow around a square cylinder with infinite height as discussed in 

Chapter 5. At the upper part of the cylinder front surface the flow separates at the edge of front 

and top surfaces of the cylinder and forms the roof vortex on the top of the structure. Two 

components of the roof vortex are simulated successfully. Vortex downstream of the cylinder on 

the symmetrical plane is found above the cylinder top level. 

Figure 6-2 Streamlines for flow around a submerged square cylinder mounted on a bed, 

h = 0.3D, Re = 5×106
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Figure 6-3 gives streamlines around the cylinders with different heights at Re = 5×106. 

The figure reveals that the steady horseshoe vortex appears for the cylinder height h ≥ 0.3D at 

Re = 5×106. Besides the horseshoe vortex, on the x-y plane the flow separates at the corners of 

the cylinder front and side surfaces and reattaches to the side surfaces. A closer examination of 

the flow feature around the lower part of the cylinder for cylinder height h = 0.3D and h = 0.5D 

found that a vortex (Vortex 1 as shown in Figure 6-3(b)) is detected at the corner on the x-y 

plane near the bed. On the y-z plane near the side surface of the cylinder, flow at reverse 

direction (against the inlet flow direction) is noted and a small vortex (Vortex 2 in Figure 6-

3(b)) is found near the leading edge close to the bottom. In addition, there is another vortex 

(Vortex 3 in Figure 6-3(b)) with counter-rotational direction to the Vortex 2 on the y-z plane 

near cylinder side surface at the upper part. These indicate that the Vortex 1 moves up and down 

along the height of the cylinder and is shed in that direction as well. In addition, Vortex 2 is 

noticed counter-rotating to its adjacent horseshoe vortex while Vortex 3 rotates at the same 

direction to the roof vortex on the cylinder top. Around the tip of the front, top and side surfaces 

of the cylinder, the flow has a very complex three-dimensional separation. 

 

 

  

(a) h = 0.3D  (b) h = 0.5D 

Figure 6-3 Streamlines around the cylinders with different heights, Re = 5×106

2 1 

3 

 

Figure 6-4 presents streamlines around cylinders at the heights of h = 0.5D, 1.0D 1.5D 

and infinity (surface piercing, h = infinity refer to Chapter 5) at Re = 500. The figure shows that 

the size of the horseshoe vortex increases with the increase of cylinder height when h ≤ 1.5D. It 

is also observed from the figure that two vortices on y-z plane near the cylinder side surface 
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(Vortex 2 & 3 in Figure 6-3) move away from each other with the increase of cylinder height. 

The Vortex 3 disappears when the cylinder height is very large. 

 

 

 

 

(a) Submerged, h = 0.5D  (b) Submerged, h = 1.0D 

 

 

 

(c) Submerged, h = 1.5D  (d) Surface piercing, h = infinity 

Figure 6-4 Streamlines around the cylinders with different heights, Re = 500 

 

Instantaneous flow structures downstream of the cylinder at different cylinder heights are 

shown in Figure 6-5. For the submerged cylinder, the roof vortex formed on the top of the 

cylinder extends to downstream side of the cylinder. The vortex will affect the vortex shedding 

on the x-y plane behind the cylinder. When the cylinder height of h = 0.5D as shown in Figure 

6-5(a), the trailing vortex has a comparable size to the cylinder height. With the increase of 

cylinder height to h = 1.0D, the trailing vortex travels down along the cylinder back surface to 

the near bed area. When the cylinder height reaches h = 1.5D, the effect of the trailing vortex to 

the near bed area is weak. The anti-clockwise vortex (Vortex 1 in figure 6-5(c) and (d)) formed 

at the corner close to the bed becomes stronger while the cylinder height is infinite. 
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(a) h = 0.5D  (b) h = 1.0D 

 

 

 

(c) h = 1.5D  (d) Surface piercing, h = infinity 

Figure 6-5 Streamlines on symmetric plane downstream the cylinder with 

different cylinder heights, Re = 500 

1 

1 

 

Figure 6-6 shows mean streamlines on the x-y plane near the cylinder top surface at Re = 

500 with different cylinder heights. It is observed from the figure that the wake vortices on the 

x-y plane are expanded out in both cases due to the effect of the roof vortex travelling 

downstream. In addition, the flow separates at cylinder leading edges in both cases. However 

the wake vortices for the cylinder height of h = 1D are larger in the width but shorter in the 

length than those of h = 0.5D. 
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(a) h = 0.5D  (b) h = 1D 

Figure 6-6 Streamline on x-y plane near the cylinder top surface with different 

cylinder heights, Re = 500 

 

Figure 6-7 gives the mean streamlines at the near bed plane (z = 0.001D) at different 

Reynolds numbers with the same cylinder height of h = 1.5D. The flow patterns for two cases 

are similar. However the separation distance in front of the cylinder for Re = 500 is larger than 

that for Re = 250. This indicates that the size of the horseshoe vortex for Re = 500 is relatively 

larger than that for Re = 250. Moreover, the width of the wake vortex area for Re = 500 is much 

larger than the case for Re = 250. 

 

   

(a) Submerged, h = 1.5D, Re = 250  (b) Submerged, h = 1.5D, Re = 500 

Figure 6-7 Mean streamlines at near bed plane at different Reynolds numbers 

 

Comparing the streamlines on the x-y planes of the near bed (Figure 6-7(b)) and near the 

cylinder top surface (Figure 6-6(b)) at the same Reynolds number and cylinder height, it is 

found that at the near top plane the size of the wake vortex is enlarged due to the effect of roof 

vortex, while on the near bed plane the size of the wake vortex is affected by the horseshoe 

vortex. The size of the wake vortex becomes smaller at the near bed plane. 
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(a) Submerged, h = 0.5D  (b) Submerged, h = 1.0D 

 

 

 

(c) Submerged, h = 1.5D  (d) Submerged, h = 2.0D 

 

 

 

(e) Submerged, h = 4.0D  (f) Surface piercing, h = infinity 

Figure 6-8 Mean streamlines at near bed plane with different cylinder heights, Re = 500 

 

Figure 6-8 shows the mean streamlines at the near bed plane for submerged cylinders 

with different heights (h = 0.5D ~ 4D and a surface-piercing cylinder of h = infinity) at the same 

Reynolds number of Re = 500. Different flow patterns are observed. For the submerged cylinder 

of h = 0.5D, the separation distance in front of the cylinder is visibly reduced comparing to the 

cylinder with infinite height. The horseshoe vortex expands outward with the increase of the 

cylinder height when h/D ≤ 1.5. The effect of the roof vortex is significant in this range of the 
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cylinder height. The wake vortex is ‘pushed out’ in transverse direction as well. However with 

the further increase of cylinder height to h ≥ 2.0D, the size of the horseshoe vortex tends to be 

constant. The formations of the wake vortices are changed also when h ≥ 2.0D. The vortex 

shedding phenomena is observed in the wake.  

 

The variation of the horseshoe vortex separation distance (xs, the distance from separation 

point to the cylinder axle on the symmetric plane) with cylinder height is plotted in Figure 6-9. 

It is seen that the separation distance increases significantly with the cylinder height when h/D ≤ 

1.5. When h/D is larger than 2, the separation distance is almost constant at the value of 1.1 for 

Reynolds number at Re = 500. This value is very close to the separation distance value for a 

surface piercing cylinder. The same trend was found by experiments (Baker, 1985) and 

numerical simulation (Umeda et al., 2004) for flow around a submerged circular cylinder. In 

addition, with the same cylinder height, the separation distance for the Reynolds number Re = 

250 is lower than that of Re = 500. 
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Figure 6-9 Separation distance of the horseshoe vertex, Re = 500 
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(a) Re = 250, h = 1.5D  (b) Re = 500, h = 1.5D 

   

(c) Re = 500, h = 0.5D  (d) Re = 500, h = 1.0D 

   

(e) Re = 500, h = 2.0D  (f) Re = 500, h = 4.0D 

Figure 6-10 Velocity RMS values at the near bed plane 

 

6.3.2 Velocity distribution 

Variations of the RMS (Root-Mean-Square) flow velocity with Reynolds number and 

cylinder height in a near bed plane are presented in Figure 6-10. The figure indicates that the 

maximum RMS values always appear at the corner of the leading edges of the cylinder, 
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independent to Reynolds number and cylinder height. The maximum RMS values for flow at Re 

= 500 are found to be larger than that for flow at Re = 250. In addition, the area of high RMS 

velocity for Re = 500 is larger than that for Re = 250. At the same Reynolds number the 

maximum RMS value increases with the increase of cylinder height when h/D ≤ 2.0. The 

maximum values of RMS velocity vary from 0.12 at h = 0.5D to the value of 0.15 at h = 2.0D, 

which are about 2.4 - 3 times to the RMS value of the incoming flow at x/D = 3. However 

further increase of cylinder height to h = 4.0D, there is not visible change in the maximum RMS 

value. 

 

6.3.3 Bed shear stress 

 

 

 

(a) h = 0.5D  (b) h = 1.0D 

 

 

 

(c) h = 1.5D  (d) Surface piercing, h = infinity 

Figure 6-11 Distribution of mean bed shear stresses, Re = 500 

 

 The distributions of mean bed shear stresses for different cylinder heights at Reynolds 

number Re = 500 are shown in Figure 6-11. The data are normalised with the mean shear stress 
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(τm) at station of x/D = 3 on the symmetric plane (x-z plane at y = 8D). The figure reveals that 

the patterns of bed shear stresses are similar for cylinders with different heights at Re = 500. 

The maximum values of shear stress occur at the locations near the leading edges of the 

cylinder. The major shear stress amplifications occur at the areas of 1D distance with about 45o 

from the axis of the inlet flow. This is consistent with the near bed velocity distribution shown 

in Figure 6-10. However for the cylinder height h ≤ 1.5D the magnitude of the shear stress 

amplification at the area of 1D distance has been reduced significantly to τ/τm = 2 comparing to 

value of τ/τm = 5 in the case of infinite height cylinder. Further decreasing in the cylinder height 

to h = 0.5D, the magnitude of the shear stress amplification in the 1D distance 45o from the 

leading edge corner is reduced to τ/τm = 1.7, which is about one-third of the value of the infinite 

height cylinder. 

 
 

(a) h = 1.5D (b) Surface piercing, h = infinity 

Figure 6-12 Distribution of mean bed shear stresses, Re = 250 

 

Figure 6-12 presents the mean bed shear stress distributions at Re = 250. Similarly the 

maximum values of the bed shear stress occur at the locations near the leading edges of the 

cylinder and the maximum shear stress amplifications occur at the areas of 1D distance with 

about 45o from the axis of the inlet flow. However for the cylinder height of h = 1.5D the 

maximum shear stress amplification is 3.7 times the mean shear stress  (τm), which is about 60% 

of the value for the infinite height cylinder (h = infinity) at the same Reynolds number. The 

magnitude of the shear stress amplification at the area of 1D distance with about 45o from the 
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axis of the inlet flow is 2. This is also about 60% comparing to the value of 3.5 for the infinite 

height cylinder. 

 

Figure 6-13 plots the simulation results of mean bed shear stress amplifications along the 

lines at different directions around the square cylinder at Re = 500. The maximum shear stress 

amplification occurs just beside the corner of the cylinder leading edge. The bed shear stress 

along the corner line has the maximum amplification value. While along the normal line to the 

middle of cylinder side surface the amplification is the second largest and its value is about half 

of the maximum value reached at the corner line. It is noted that the bed shear stresses at the 

front and back of the cylinder have similar degrees of amplification. For the case of cylinder 

height h = 0.5D, the amplification at the backside of the cylinder is even larger than that in front 

of the cylinder. In the field of flow around bottom mounted cylinder and scour process, 

researchers are more concerning the bed shear stress in front and the sides of the cylinder where 

the horseshoe vortices exist. Based on the present numerical results, it is suggested that for 

submerge cylinders, especially for shorter cylinders e.g. h ≤ 0.5D, more attentions shall be paid 

to the downstream of the cylinder. As the bed shear stress in front of the cylinder reduces with 

the decrease of cylinder height, the bed shear stress at the back of the cylinder becomes more 

critical and may have more effect on the scour process. Nevertheless, the mean bed shear 

stresses around the front and sides of the cylinder are constant in 2D distance away from the 

cylinder surfaces. 

 

Figure 6-14 shows the comparison of the bed shear stresses around the cylinder for Re = 

500 at four different heights, h = 0.5D, h = 1.0D, h = 1.5D and h = infinity respectively. For the 

cylinder with intermediate heights of h = 1.0D and h = 1.5D, the maximum shear stress 

amplification is 4.5 times the mean shear stress (τm). This is about 40% of the value reached for 

the infinite cylinder height (τ/τm = 10.5 at h = infinity). When the cylinder is shorter, e.g. h = 

0.5D, the maximum shear stress amplification is further reduced to 4 (Figure 6-14(a)). 

Nonetheless the maximum bed shear stress amplification is relatively not sensitive to the 

cylinder height for h ≤ 1.5D. Along the normal line direction at the middle of the cylinder side 
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surface, the magnitude of the shear stress amplification is less than 2 for h ≤ 1.5D, which is also 

about 40% comparing to the value of 4.2 in the case of the infinite height cylinder (h = infinity). 

For h ≤ 1.5D, the magnitudes of the amplification decrease with the reduction in cylinder height, 

from τ/τm = 1.9 at h = 1.5D to τ/τm = 1.6 at h = 1.0D, then to τ/τm = 1.3 at h = 0.5D (Figure 6-

14(b)). 

Bed shear stress, Re = 500, h = 0.5D
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Figure 6-13 Bed shear stress amplification with different cylinder heights, Re = 500 
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(a) Corner  (b) Side 

 

 

 

(c) Front  (d) Back 

Figure 6-14 Comparison of Bed shear stress amplification, Re = 500 
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The maximum amplification of the bed shear stress in front of the cylinder along the 

symmetrical plane decreases with the decrease of cylinder height as well (Figure 6-14(c)). 

Meanwhile the mean location of boundary separation point, which is reflected as the point of 

τ/τm = 0 in the figure, varies proportionally with the cylinder height. The distances are at x/D = 

0.3 for h = 0.5D, x/D = 0.4 for h = 1.0D and x/D = 0.52 for h = 1.5D respectively. This is 

consistent with the finding in flow patterns (Figure 6-9) that the size of horseshoe vortex 

increases with the increase of cylinder height when h/D < 2. 

 

Along the symmetrical plane downstream of the cylinder the distance from the mean 

downstream separation point to the cylinder back surface increases with the increase of cylinder 

height too (Figure 6-14(d)). For submerged cylinders the maximum separation distance from the 

cylinder back surface is at x/D = 1.8 in the case of h = 1.5D. However the maximum 

amplification of the bed shear stress is similar for all cylinder heights at τ/τm = 0.4 when h ≤ 
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1.5D. With further increase of cylinder height, in the case of surface-piercing cylinder (h = 

infinity), the separation distance reaches to x/D = 2 and the maximum amplification of the bed 

shear stress reaches to τ/τm = 1.2, which is about 3 times to the value of submerged cylinders 

when h ≤ 1.5D. 

 

In conclusion, the effect of cylinder height on the bed shear stress is significant. 

Comparing to an infinite height cylinder, bed shear stress around a bottom mounted submerged 

cylinder for h ≤ 1.5D may be reduced by more than 50%. This may lead to a reduction in scour 

depth and extent. 

 

6.4 Summary 

In this chapter, flow around a submerged square cylinder mounted on a rigid bed is 

investigated using the three-dimensional numerical model developed in Chapter 2. The 

simulation results of flow with cylinder heights of h = 0.5D, h = 1.0D, h = 1.5D, h = 2.0D and h 

= 4.0D respectively are presented to clarify the effect of the cylinder height. The simulation 

results including flow field vortex structure, velocity distribution and bed shear stress are 

discussed. The major results achieved in this chapter can be summarised as follows: 

1. For flow around a submerged cylinder mounted on a rigid bed besides the horseshoe 

and wake vortices, there is an additional vortex system called ‘roof vortices’. The roof 

vortices are formed on the top of the cylinder by the flow separation at the front face of 

the structure.  

2. The roof vortices formed on the top of the cylinder extend downstream therefore will 

have the effect on the wake vortices, consequently affect the bed shear stress and scour 

process. 

3. The simulation results indicate that the steady horseshoe vortex appears for the cylinder 

height h ≥ 0.3D at Re = 5×106, and h ≥ 0.5D at Re = 500. 

4. For submerged square cylinders the sizes of horseshoe vortex and the wake vortex 

increase with the increase of cylinder height when h ≤ 1.5D. 
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5. The horseshoe vortex separation distance on the bed increases significantly with the 

cylinder height when h/D ≤ 1.5. When h/D is larger than 2, the separation distance is 

almost constant close to the value for surface piercing cylinder. In addition, with the 

same h/D, the separation distance for Re = 250 is lower than that of Re = 500. 

6. The maximum RMS velocity values are located at the corner of the leading edges of the 

cylinder regardless the difference in Reynolds numbers and cylinder height. The 

maximum RMS value increases with the increase of Reynolds number and cylinder 

height but becomes constant when h/D ≥ 2.0. The maximum values are about 2.2 ~ 3.0 

times to the RMS velocity of incoming flow. 

7. The patterns of the bed shear stress are similar for cylinders with different heights. The 

maximum values of shear stress occur at a location near the leading edges of the 

cylinder where the maximum RMS velocity values are. 

8. The effect of cylinder height on the bed shear stress is significant. For submerged 

cylinders with heights of h ≤ 1.5D, the maximum shear stress amplification is about 

60% to the value of the infinite height cylinder.  

9. Bed shear stress in front of the submerged cylinder reduces with the decrease in 

cylinder height. 

10. Comparing to an infinite height cylinder, bed shear stress for a submerged cylinder with 

h ≤ 1.5D may be reduced by more than 50%. This will result in reductions in scour 

depth and scour extent. 
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Chapter 7 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

7.1 Summary of the present study 

A three-dimensional numerical model has been developed for simulating flow around a 

cylindrical structure in the present study. The model solves the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes 

equations by the pressure Poisson equation method in a curvilinear coordinate system through a 

boundary-fitted coordinate transformation scheme, with a second-order upwind scheme to 

discretize the convection terms in the equations. The model has been validated against available 

experimental data in literature for flow around an isolated circular cylinder at Reynolds number 

Re = 1000. The numerical scheme has been used to investigate three flow types that are of 

significance in the study of local scour around structures: flow around an isolated rectangular 

cylinder, flow around a cylinder mounted on a rigid bed and flow around a submerged cylinder 

mounted on a bed. 

 

The three-dimensional numerical simulation of flow around an isolated rectangular 

cylinder is presented in Chapter 4. The isolated cylinders with square (A/D = 1) and rectangular 

(A/D = 2) cross sections are examined at the Reynolds numbers in the range from 250 to 1000. 

The numerical results are compared with available experimental data. Satisfactory agreements 

are found. 
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The simulation results indicate that flow around a rectangular cylinder behaves in a 

similar way to flow around a circular cylinder, with the main feature of the periodic vortex 

shedding. However, the separation points for flow past rectangular cylinders are fixed at the 

corners of the cylinder. The separation points are either at the leading edges or the trailing edges 

depend on the flow Reynolds number and cylinder section profiles. Furthermore, for flow past a 

rectangular cylinder the mean drag coefficient decreases monotonously with the increase of 

Reynolds number when Re < 250, while it increases with the Reynolds number when the 

Reynolds number is larger than 250. 

 

In addition, the Strouhal number is strongly dependent on the A/D ratio of the rectangular 

cylinders. For a cylinder of A/D = 2 the discontinuity in the distribution of Strouhal number 

exists at Reynolds number in the range of Re = 400 to 500, indicating the two predominant 

frequencies phenomenon of the vortex shedding at this Reynolds number range. The higher 

frequency is caused by the flow reattaching to the cylinder side surfaces while the lower 

frequency is due to the regular vortex shedding at the rear of the cylinder. This discontinuity is 

not observed in flow around a square cylinder or a circular cylinder. Moreover, a characteristic 

pulsation in the force components is observed for flow around a square cylinder at Re = 250 

which is not found for flow around a rectangular cylinder of A/D = 2. 

 

Flow around a vertical cylinder mounted on a bed has been investigated numerically in 

Chapter 3 and 5. Chapter 3 presents the results of flow around a vertical circular cylinder while 

Chapter 5 gives results of flow around a vertical square cylinder. The LES turbulence model has 

been used for flow at higher Reynolds number (Re = 39000) to avoid the prohibitory large 

number of mesh points in the calculation. 

 

The numerical results reveal that the major flow features for both circular and square 

cylinders mounted on a bed are the horseshoe vortex system and wake vortex system, which are 

the major mechanisms leading to the scouring around the base of vertical cylinders. The 

location of the horseshoe vortices formed in front of the cylinder is not fixed but oscillatory. 
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However the strength of the horseshoe vortex is affected strongly by the geometry of the 

cylinder. Flow around a square cylinder will have relatively larger horseshoe vortex comparing 

to the flow around a circular cylinder at the same Reynolds number. In addition, the horseshoe 

vortex formed in front of a circular cylinder wraps around the cylinder surface and trails off 

downstream, whereas the horseshoe vortex formed in front of a square cylinder rolls over 

downstream apart from the cylinder side surfaces at the leading corner due to the flow 

separation at the leading edges of the cylinder. 

 

For both the circular and the square cylinders, at the downstream of the cylinder the sizes 

of lee-wake vortices on the planes closer to the bed are smaller then those further away from the 

bed. The dissimilarity of the vortices on planes at different heights causes upward flow along 

the back face of the cylinder in the wake. The lee-wake vortices and the upward flow at the 

downstream face of the cylinder work like a vacuum cleaner or a little tornado that cause the 

downstream scouring. 

 

The maximum amplification of bed shear stress occurs at the locations of about radial 45o 

from the cylinder upstream symmetry line for a circular cylinder, whereas for a square cylinder 

it locates at the side of the leading edges. The magnitude of the maximum shear stress 

amplification is about 7 for a circular cylinder while it reaches the value of 10.5 for a square 

cylinder. This implies the importance of cylinder shapes on the scour process. 

 

Numerical study of flow around a submerged square cylinder mounted on a bed is 

included in this dissertation as well. The numerical calculations have been carried out for 

various cylinder heights at different Reynolds number to investigate the effect of the cylinder 

height on the flow characteristics. The simulation results are introduced in Chapter 6. 

 

The results expose that comparing to the surface-piercing cylinder, there is an additional 

vortex system for flow around a submerged cylinder mounted on a bed, besides the horseshoe 

and the wake vortices. The additional vortices formed on the top of the cylinder by the flow 
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separation at the front face of the structure extend downstream, therefore will affect the wake 

vortices, consequently influence the bed shear stress and downstream scour process. 

 

It is demonstrated in the study that for a submerged square cylinder when the cylinder 

height is less than one and a half of the cylinder side width, the sizes of horseshoe vortex and 

the wake vortex decrease with the decrease of cylinder height. The horseshoe vortex separation 

distance increases significantly with the increase of cylinder height. However when the cylinder 

height is larger than two times of the cylinder side width, the separation distance is almost 

constant and its value is close to the value of surface piercing cylinder. Moreover, with the same 

cylinder height, the separation distance for Reynolds number Re = 250 is lower than that for Re 

= 500. 

 

In the present study the locations of maximum shear stress for flow around a submerged 

square cylinder are found to occur at the areas near the leading edges of the cylinder regardless 

the difference in Reynolds number and cylinder height. However the effect of cylinder height on 

the values of the bed shear stress is significant. Bed shear stress amplification in front of the 

submerged cylinder reduces with the decrease of the cylinder height. For submerged cylinders 

with the heights of less than one and a half of the cylinder side width, the maximum shear stress 

amplification is about 60% to the value of an infinite long cylinder. The more than 50% 

reduction in bed shear stress for submerged square cylinders, which consequently may reduce 

the scour effect, is significant for scour protection design. 

 

In general, the research described in this dissertation has successfully simulated some 

three-dimensional flows relating to the study of local scour around structures in currents. 

Comparison of model predictions with existing data shows promising agreements, although the 

parameters investigated are limited due to the constraint of extremely time-consuming three-

dimensional calculations. The numerical results presented in this thesis indicate that the use of 

the present model in predicting the extremely complex local scour around bridge piers is 

promising. 
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7.2  Recommendations for Future Research 

The long-term aim of this research is to develop a numerical method to predict local scour 

around structures such as bridge piers reliably and accurately. The present study is actually a 

fundamental investigation for that objective. Although great progress has been made in 

understanding flow around a cylinder mounted on a bed, the awareness in this topic is still not 

complete. A complete numerical modeling of turbulence flow and subsequent sediment 

transports around bridge piers is still an unresolved challenge. Below are some suggested issues 

for subsequent and future investigations: 

1. The majority of the present calculations are carried out for flows at Reynolds number 

up to Re = 1000. The scheme with LES turbulence model has been tested only for 

two cases: flow around a circular cylinder mounted on the bed at Re = 39000 and the 

flow around a submerged square cylinder mounted on a bed at Re = 5×106. Though 

the results indicate that the LES model works reasonably well for the two cases, the 

model still needs to be tested more widely to widen the scope of its applications. 

2. Due to the requirement of extremely intensive computations for the three-dimensional 

simulation, the calculation for other Reynolds numbers especially higher Reynolds 

numbers that are common in engineering applications, and other cylinder shapes such 

as ogival, round nose and lenticular cross sections can not be included in the present 

study. More calculations need to be carried out to understand the flows more clearly.  

3. In order to make the study more meaningful for engineering applications, such as to 

predict the local scour around a bridge pier, the sediment transport equations should 

be included in the model to determine the riverbed profile formed by the scouring. 

4. In addition, local scour around marine structures such as caissons and spud cans 

exposing to waves or combined wave and current actions, which gains increasing 

attention in recently years due to the increasing offshore activities in oil and gas 

industry, are other big issues that offshore engineers are deeply concerned. The 
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numerical model described in this dissertation can be easily extended to cover these 

processes. 
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